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ABSTRACT

We give a review of boson expansion methods applied in quantum theory,

e.g. expansions of spin, Mfermion and fermion operators in cases of finite

and infinite number of degrees of freedom. The basic purpose of the paper

is to formulate the most general oriterions alloving us to obtain the so-

called finite spin approximation of any given Bose field theory and the class

of fermion theories associated with it. On the other hand, we also need to

be able to reconstruct the primary Bose field theory, when any finite spin

or Fermi systems are given.
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INTRODUCTION

Within the last twenty years, the method of boson expansions has proved

useful in the quantum theory of many-fermion systems. For example, It

allowed a contemporary theory of spin waves to be built in the low-temperature

description of the Heisenberg ferromagnet [1-9)15]i where for a long time

it was known that the ideal magnon gas perfectly simulates the behaviour

of the Heisenberg crystal itself. A similar situation appears in the study

of the week excitation limit of atomic nuclei in the microscopic model, where

the spectra of low-lying excited states are similar to those of the excited

system of weakly coupled quadrupole bosons [7,18-26].

On the other hand, recent developments on the connection between the

Thirring and Sine-Gordon systems in the two space-time dimensions, resulted

in a couple of papers connected vith the boson expansion methods in quantum

field theory, see, e.g. [38,^-^6,105-128], and also [16,17,27-35,^0-1*2,76].

All the approaches mentioned above were developed independently and

as applications to quite different physical phenomena. Therefore, there

appears the fascinating problem of considering boson expansion methods in

the quantum theory of fermion systems from a unified point of view, i.e.

to establish whether there exist any global physical conditions under which

this method admits concrete applications, governing all fermion systems,

independent of the number of degrees of freedom in the theory. Here there

appears also the question of the mutual relations between the different

approaches proposed so far.

We include here the new results following from the.construction of

the canonical anticommutation relations algebra in'the Fock representation

of the canonical commutation relations algebra. (Throughout the paper we

use shorthand notations, CAR and CCR, respectively, for these representations.)

We claim that the physical essence of the boson expansion methods

reads: Any quantum boson in the weak excitation limit can exhibit fermion
over

properties, which then prevail^the original boson one3. We call i t a

fermion-lilte behaviour. This la the reason for which boson systems, in

sufficiently low temperaturea,can be used to approximate properties of

fermion systems. Quite conversely, if the higher excitations, such a3, e.g.

the weak coupling limit of the theory, are admitted, then the initial

fermion system ean exhibit the boson properties. We call i t a boson-like

behaviour.

-3 -

The above statement is obviously not true for isolated systems, but

if the contact with a suitable environment is taken into account, then, in

quantum mechanics, many-body theory and quantum field theory, quite

serious treatment of the question of metamorphosis of fermions into

bosons is Justified, and conversely, see e.g. [kh]. Obviously such a

metamorphosis cannot always appear for the case when both the initial boson

and the final fermion are physical objects. It may happen (especially in

quantum field theory, where the spin-statistics theorem should be taken

into account if the number of space-time dimensions is equal to four) that

the starting point is an ideal non-physical, ghost boson, whose weak

excitation limit acquires the properties of a physical fermion.

From the mathematical point of view, the majority of the essential

results are based on the boson expansion theory developed by the present

author [16,17,27-35,76], but in the course of the paper we give a review

of the related topics which seem essential for a better understanding of

the method. Our statement on the fermion-boson reciprocity is formulated

on the basis of the equivalence theorems proved in [17] for the example of

the Heisenberg ferromagnet, and, in what follows, for the microscopic

model of the atomic nuclei. The latter result from the projection theorems

proved in [76] and collected in the Appendix.

In the ca3e of the Heisenberg lattice the projection theorems imply that its

Hamiltonian H can be received as a reduction, ?JL^Q = H , to the Hilbert !

space of spin states of a suitable pure boson (magnon gas) Ramiltonian,

where PQ projects onto the spin space in the boson 7ock space 3v : PQ9£ =

*?. . A similar situation appears in the case of the atomic nuclei (see also [133]).

In application to quantum field theory, ¥e were able to prove that
with each normal ordered operator series: H(\(i,<)J): of free asymptotic

Dirae fields IJJ,I(I one can associate the corresponding functional power

C C £
series (̂1)1,̂ ) of the classical (commuting ring of functions) spinor

fields. The transition from fermions to classical spinors is realized

through the subsidiary (but unphysical, as involving the 3pinor fields
B B

vhich obey Bose stat ist ics) boson level: iji , ip . The boson spinors
C.B B _

satisfy the free Dirac equation, and 1 r fi(l(t,l|0 : !„%•= : B(i|l,l|O: f ,

which is the equivalence relation between the bosons and fermions on the

fermion Fock space. On the boson level one has the concept of the

coherent state expectation value of the operator which realizes a

correspondence principle; to the mediating bosons we have assigned their
CBB CCC

classical images: <̂  :fi(i(i,ijj): >̂ = fl(iJ/,ijJ) .
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1.

s = 0,

at ion

BOSON EXPANSIONS OP SPIN OPERATOBS

Let H denote a finite-dimensional Hilbert space: dim H = 2a + 1 with

1/2, 3/2,... Assume we have in H an irreducible unitary represent-

of the SU(2) group whose infinitesimal generators obey the relation:

= 1S2,3 s S — IS
1.2.3

C s 1 ±

±s±

s+ s_ s_s+ (1.2)

Given, further an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space

ation

•by t h e

and a Focfe represent-

of the CC1 (canonical commutation relations algebra) in it, realized

triple {a*,a,n} with

[a,a»]_= Cl.3)

We pose the following problem: find the representation of (l . l) in a certain

finite-dimensional subspace of ' f . By virtue of the irreduciblity of the

pair {a*,a} we can expect the operator S to be fully expressed in terms

of boson generators .

Let us begin from the Holatein-Primakoff [l] solution

(IS.:

- eta. U.h)

The square roots are understood formally as infinite series with respect to

a*a/2s. The Hilbert space 'J' here consists of functions of the occupation

number parameter n {the eigenvalue of the operator n = a*a) . One can

easily check that the operators S ,S ,S obey the commutation relations
x y z

(1.1). However, the condition of mutual adjointness for S+,S and the

self-adjointness for S , as well as (1.2), do not hold on the whole of 7 .

The operators (l.U) leave Invariant subspaces of j consisting of functions

which depend either on the occupation number parameter n » 0 ,1 , . . . , 2 s or

n ^ 2s+l . The f i r s t , 2s+l-dimensional, sutspace we denote by H . The

orthogonal complement of H in "J* * 3 called a non-physical space, as i t

involves spin values greater than s .

- 5 -

In practical applications considerations must tie restricted to H

only, where the functional argument n does not exceed 2s . However, this

subsidiary condition is not easy to realize directly. Here one can use an

indirect method [2]. Namely, in place of boson operators let us consider

quasi-boson ones, obeying the relations:

'Is+i
- a

Then, by virtue of. the relation

and

we get

T

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

which implies that for n ̂  2s»1 , one of ^factors appearing on the

right-hand-side of fi.6) (necessarily vanishes.

In consequence ,the action of 0*5^ onto any function from *£• gives

a non-zero result only i f f ^. H. In that case , the quasi-boson opera-

tors differ from "boson operators outside H only.This is the case when

the higher excitations of the quantum system fa*, a t O % can appear

with considerable probability.

The approximation of spin operators by quasi-bosons becomes better

with increasing spin value s.

One can also make use of the power series expansions of (1.4), {compare

and neglect a l l tpnns except a few.

The approximate formulas for the spin operators obtained in this way be-

come good for a»> 1 , and are surely not exact for s =1/2.



In connection with Dyson's theory of spin waves in a Heisenberg ferro-

magnet [1*8,i*9] the so-called Dyson-Maleev solution [h] was introduced:

; ( A - fe

The operators S+, Sphere are never mutually adjoint inside'sP ("hence

the operator S cannot be Hermit!an) though the commutation relations

(1.1J obviously hold in *£" .Moreover, the eigenvalues of S2 are equal

to ~s , - s+1, . . . and are not bounded from above,while for a real spin

operator we would have the upper bound equal to s.

The difficulties with adjointness and the spectrum of Sz can be remo-

ved 0?-71 ,by a suitable choice of the metric in T . Namely, f i s a

Hilbert space with respect to a scalar product:

Let us consider in f a sesquilinear form;

where F is a Hermitlan operator.We impose on F the additional restric-

tion:

where S is the Dyson-Maleev spin operator.

By virtue of (i.!3) we have satisfied in Y the two identities:

which, by taking into account the boson expansions (1.10), lead to;

proving that F con be diagonalized in * together with n -

Hence:

where:

fi.16)

0.1?)

F f c ; A . M ~ i l J s ) , . . ( J I _ (-

I t is obvious that for non-physical spin values, namely for n ^ 2s+1,

the matrix element F of F vanishes, because,by virtue of (i.1i) 'ana

(1.12) ,we have:

(C f > - F

.The metric defined by the scalar product (J^.a^p. is indefinite:

( ^ . L O Vanishes for n > 2s. :Rowever,in 7 it distinguishes a 2S+1-

dimensional,proper subspace H of physical states , on which Lf ,g}-.

defines a Hubert space topology. • ',- • ' -

The two solutions diaouasea, fS
>w and S ^are not fully independent, and

a connection between them can be found. Namely[5-9] ,the square root

F 4 t l of F induces the following identities on H:

More detailed considerations on this subject can be found in[7-9l ,
•""̂  1-1 *"~* P i

Together with S and S , one can ima&ine the more general Cooke-

loly solution, given in(jO,iiJ :

(1.20)

- 7 -



v h e i v i > ^ \

S = 5.

Li = S for x=0 or x=1, while for

One crtn drvrlo;> n f<\-i ĵ apnro riches, such as ,e. g. .Schwinfier':; method of

paired bonnnr. [12,13J jt.he use of two Gets of bosons , being responsible

for thr dyiifimics and the kinematics,respectively, of the spinning sys-

tem \\U] , nr, veil as the introduction of two sets of termion3 £l5~}.

Hovevpr, nil't'ic.'!« approaches meet difficulties analogous to these ex-

posed connection with S and S .

A concrete nl^ebraic realization of the infinitesimal generators of the

SUf2) group, still does not guarantee physically correct results,

and subsidiary conditions (including a proper definition of the sta-

te space and the scalar product in i t ) are unavoidable.

Recently,in Hefs.16,17 , another boson expansion for spin operators

was suggested, givinc exact results for spin-1/2 , and which is free

of all.disadvantages discussed above.We have

(1.21)

where : , : symbolizes the normal ordering of generators Ck,, d , and

one can equivalently introduce S ^ (0

Here.

so that

Because the operator

ct ; (1.22)

(1.23)

)i projects onto the ground state

-9 -

i n T , the Spin operator components (i.2O) render invariant a two-

dimensional subspnee H ^ i . p ' ^ of T , v;hich i s spanned by the two bas i s

vectors fQ and ^ =af Q . I n t h i s bas i s , the matrix r e a l i z a t i o n of

. the operators (1.21) i s given exactly- by Pauli mat r ices .

By virtue of S f̂ . 0 for f^H ,and (T")X - fa/h) 1 F , the spin value

S i s equal to 1/2 .

The expansions (i.2i) can bo'written in the form:

•If compared with (i.10) ,we find at once that the solution S ** in the case

S=1/2 is a particular form of (i.2i).To check i t , it is .

enough to neglect higher order terms in the expansions f1.24).In addi-

tion, one must take -S z in , place of Sz .Hence , i t is not surpris-

ing that S cannot be an exact toson expansion for spin-i/Z,and the

subsidiary conditions are necessary in that case.

Let us further notice that H Is two-dimensional and is spanned by the

basis IfQ.f^. If we remember that correct spin-l/2 commutation

relations are provided by (1.21), where H Is invariant under the action

of spin operator components, . I t is convenient to use the simpli-

fied formulas:
so.1

S2 3 -MU") +

be.ing the finite version of the correct,infinite expansions!

-10-



(IS* = US.;
(1.25 b)

Obviously one can equally well use -S 2 in place of S^.

(1.251>) is a projected set of operators (1.25a).

The question of higher spins will be considered below ,In connec-

tion with t*>son exprnsions of ?ermion operators,
the

Allj[above considerations were pure quantum mechanical in spirit. The

transition to the description of the infinite assembly of spine is

immediate here, if we; consider a Fock representation of the CCR .genera-

ted by the triple S &" , &i 1 Q.ft \llAfZ

.r 0 .= 0-26)

the
G-KtlB=-0 for all k=1,2,... , and repeating / arguments giver.

previously for each single 1x1,2,... , we get a corresponding sequence

of bosonized spin operators Vsi ?ui a... ' C l ' ^ ' C r * ' A ' ^

This sequence is , in fact,used in practical applications.

£. BOSOH EXPAN3I0HS =0F BIPERKIOK OPEHATOBS

Let the triple \ ̂ , bL)Clp} generate a Fock representation of the CAR

(canonical anticommutntion relation algebra):

T W k ""I - §. \ b«.Q.p ~O iov all It: 4,2 ...

^.denotes here an operator unit in the algebra. Each cle^r.t of the

representation .bein^ nunrtratic in b̂  , bt , vie call a bifermion operator.

Following papers 1̂8-25"] ,we restrict our considerations to operators

W and Ô b̂  ,which together with their adjoints satisfy the commuta-

tion relations;

(£.2)

We are intereseted not only in concrete b^bt j b^b^ but in the

whole class of operators W±b[ U*, Ub^b tU determined by (2.2) up to

a unitary transformation.

Now ,let us assume to have given a Fock representation of the CCR al-

gebra.We wish to prove that there really exists a unitary transform-

U such that the boson expansions
3 . * .if <5O

(2.3)

''S,

hold on a suitable domain .Here: "?**• (r*,.. .r ) .

-12-



In the nbovc conjecture ,we have combined the original idea of Bel&ev,

find Zrlevinsky [tO,2;?}with the Marumori [19-21,£3-25] approach, .giving compact

•formulas for *>oson expansions of bifermion operators .The latter approach

allows us to avoid a wearisome use of the iteration procedure extensive-

ly applied in 68],

Let i f, \ , A , constitute a complete orthonormal system in ̂  ̂'̂

It allows us to consider in place of discretely indexed operators

See (1.26), continuously indexed ones:

+J =% '

by

Let us write

We denote the bas±p in jC (fl1) and £ (E )

{h } , respectively. Then , t h e b a s i s
1 1 P 1 J 2 J , , 4 —^

given toy: \ g t ® ^ t ' ^ ^ n ^ ...

Let us consider the set of antisymmetric basis elements in.

given by: | f.

,-,lO r

s n d

i s

We have

Hence ,the operators (2.51 can be transformed into the form:

Self? aC

(2.7)

(2.8)

-13-

and.by virtue of-

i
IGt

"the operators (2.8) satisfy

.~ , Q - a.*t

r all

and also 0 -^ - V =

We denote the boson Fock space generated toy(f.io)

ral element can be written in the form :

where

and'

!g . I t s most gene-

(2.11)

(2.12)

H e r e ^ is a tensor .,totally symmetric in the variables n'.k1',!*.

Let us res t r i c t our considerations to a subspace H of *$"- distinguish-

ed by the requirement 1=*n,. = ,..=n for »all m.

Then if^tensors hw , which are total ly antisymmetric vrtth respect
used to be

to k,l , are^multiplied by basis vectors and summed over 1?#1^ we can
t h e . . •

introduce into^consideration the following antisymmetric basis sys-

tem in H:

Th!.r, definition innkos ccn^c only under the sign of the bilinear form,

Let 1. further denote by ̂  , a rermion Fock space for the represent-

- 1 I 4 -



»tion (2,i).Tho basis vrrtora in ̂  are totally antisymmetric and by ana-

logy to (2.13) cnn be defined in the form:

^®Now ,\ve takr? into consideration the tensor product space

vacuum in which is denoted: Q % ® Q F

Furthermore, we restr ict *\"® V̂ to

Here 1+ ® frF . is spanned by vectors ivT^ lO>p ( and Cl&

by lo"5fct-*Op •

Let us define the operator U^ ,.

^ A _J

P » ' t l i e

lO*>p ( and Cl

Let us n°te that a projection onto

has an obvious image.

which is a projection, onfto H

Because of

(2.19)

(2.21)

which ,if acting in 44®*?̂  , has the remarkable property of realizing

the map

V- n .®' iv —̂  W * Q F
 (2'

In this connection compare [7,19,20] ;

U
M

C2.17)

which proves that v ^ Vjv) plays the role of the unit operator on Q B ® i"p

An arbitrary operator T acting in Q ^ ' J p has its imase ^ in ;

- 1 5 -

(2.22)
we get

which proves that V possessesnon-«ro matrix elements between

.tat»a m ^ © T F only, i . e . between elements of ^ ® Q F .

Following [ 7 ] , we shall give an explicit formula for tine boson images

of the operator T:

-16-
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z. 2. *
M T W

, ... aK^

a - ^ u loW°)' V ^ MP<

(V. a.

This lengthy formula for a special case of bifermion operators reads:

3 /VlVH

In[223there were derived formal, but compact, formulas for biferraion

operators of interest:

^ P

where

•** —

(2.25)

fa. 26)

the
b bWe have thus found the Hiitert space in'whichioperators v^

^H kT-^M satisfy the commutation, relations (2.2) and, moreover,admit

the boson expnnsions ("2.23)-(2.26), which by virtue of (2.5)-(2.8)

prove our starting conjecture. In this way we have further

disclosed the conditions under which Belaev-Zelevinsky and Marumori

comi^rvttou comp.Tro nl.rr. Ref.7, Sec.5.

The infinito bor.on f-xprmrionn (z. ?5) - (2.26Xi are not convenient for prac-

ticnl npplicntionr,, enpecially because the convergence of these seric"

ic- not r.ufficirntly nuick. Therefore , one usually either neglect" all

expansion terms except a few , or one tries to develop a separate

theory of finite boson expansions , see e.g.[26j

Let us consider in place of IL the operator U ,

/ f \ I 'i vi\
\) T: 16~t) Co) CXD ( 1̂3" 2̂  tL ĉ, vit©^ / iO]^B(, CO] •

This operator , though mapping Qg® ip onto H<SQp , spoils

the normalizability of the basis vectors.

l,J\ C2.28)

To improve this defect , l e t us define an operator U:

0 = lo^f^f

(note that U is a slight modification of U-), satisfying:

O!1. U

(2.29)

(2.30)

One can easily check that the operator UU is a unit operator in

while P - U U in ll @Q.p respectively.By analogy to previous consi

derations, for an arbitrary operator T acting in Og, © Tp , we can

easily get its boson image T acting in H Q

By virtue of the relation U**̂  U , T* •> T here does not imply f * =H

-18-



By makLnR a few , unt too di ff i cul 1-. calculations , one cnn derive finite

boson expansions Cor bifennion operators:

-3?;

obviously implying the commutation relations (2.2).

In connection with both infinite and finite Marumori expansions,one

can express a few objections, "beins in close analogy with those appear-

ing in the discussion of t>Oson expansions of spin operators.

A practical use of the infinite case, '•'meets' essential difficulties,

though it gives a Hermitian Kamiltonian. Usually one takes into account

the first two , terms of the expansions , as e.g. in ̂ 18,20,23,24j ?not

worrying whether this assumption is mathematically and physically cor-

rect. On the other hand , even the application of full infinite expan-

sions can appear to be doubtful, because there is no rigorous proof

of their convergence.

In case of finite expansions ,it is not possible to get a Hermitjan

Hamiltonian , by virtue of the fact that for example vo^'C^V

cannot be transformed into vb t b ^ U by the use of the * operationj

compare also a discussion of the Dyson -Maleev expansion, where an ana-

logous question appeared.

3 . BOSON EXPANSIONS OF FERMIOM OPERATORS

To explain thn leading id "a motivating approaches to the question

of boron expmsinns for fennions , le t us quote from Ref. 33;

"It has been taken for rrnnted that a fundamental theory of elementary

pnrticlor, must involve Ferrnion fields in the basic formalism, but need '

not involve bosons. The spinor theory of Heisenberg['56]is "the mast

developed example of this philosophy (compare also considerations on

the two-neutrino theory of photons C93l). More recently the opposite

point of view has been proposed:

That is , a theory in which only observable fields , necessarily un-

charged bosons , occurring in the basic formalism -,might be capable

of describing fermions ,or uncharged bosons.An early paper of Skyrme[.37J

goes so far as to give explicit formulas for the Ferrnion field in terms-

of the boson one in a two-dimensional field theory."

3.1 Representations of the CAB Fenernted fry representations of the CCR

-19-

Now ,we shall collect a few results of the boson expansion theory deve-

loped in the series of papers [27-3^,16,17,76], As its extremely excit-

ing feature there appears the fact that we deal with a kind ofuniver- i"

SHI boson expansions for fermion operators , involving applications

in quantum theory as a whole , beginning from quantum ntechanics through

many—body problems and ending in quantum field theory, from a physical

point of view, this theory governs the behaviour of systems whose ex-

citation level is so lowered that a probability of occupying other than

the 0-th and 1-st energy levels of each single degree of freedom ^nor-

mal mode} is very r;mall.

Let us begin from the case? of the infinitely many degrees of freedom, ,t

We denote^K a complex ''ilhort spnee. By U,p (Kl we denote a Fock repre- '

sentation of the CAR (canonical anticommutaion relations algebra; over



Kf acting on the representation space i f , and defined by the t r ip l e

By *UB (Vcj we denote a Fock representation of the CCR {canonical com-

mutation relations algebra) over K,generated by the t r ip le ftt^Ct ,O» £K

(3.2)

O .£or all ^

.The representation space we denote by «B •

Let,further, E be a bounded operator acting on the n-th tensor product

® . with properties:

In connection with E ,compare also arguments following (2.12) .

Let us choose K = .CHlE"1) , Ej^fW^,^) i s then an integral kernel
o f En- S n = ( k 1 » " " k n ^ ' K.P e ^ .

The Fock representation U B (K.1 of the CCR algebra acts in the domain

t T 6 . We denote (of .aV JcMt<xClc)aW . Then the operator? (?(.£)

where

where P l lc i s an operator of permutation of the i-th and k-th K ir. K,

compare also[27,29}where examples for En are ^iven.

By virtue of (3.3) EJ i s a projector: ^ ^ Ef^-v., "Av," (*~ £ - ^ ^ •

Let us denote by A^^v, and $**!£„ , respectively, the total ly antisym-

metric and symmetric subspaces of 7 ^ • E realizes an isomorphism:

which,under an additional restr ict ion on E

= 0 , (3.5)

extends to

generate a Fock representation lip- tlC) of the CAR algebra acting on the

following subspace of ^ I ̂  - d L . ^ , where *^ = *3^ ;

The canonical anticommutatior. relations for
Ref.29.

a r e proved in

\ n the rsbove, iy appears as a physical space H employed in tiie
;•!•<.vious cons ide ra t ions .

The Boson expansions of Fermion operators (3.7)-(3.9) can be applied in
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quantum field theory. Now let us study a transition to a finite number

of deprees of freedom.

We have proved in £52,16,17]that the toson expansions (3.7)-(3.9) am be
CO

reduced to a finite number of degrees also . Namely ( let K = Q5 K-, ,

where dimK. 4. ""̂  for each 1. Then we can construct what we cnll the

truncated representation of the CAR,consisting of mutually commuting

segments .inside which the usual CAR hold.The 1-th segment is generated

by the triple \ b^.k^Qg, \. given by:

^(X.^V (3.11)

iflot? _ being the basis system inand K

Furthermore,

where ^« ^ i s the generalized Levi-Civita tensor vanishing

i f any two indices coincide and taking the value - 1 depending on the

odd or even permutation of indices.

We then gets

where p i s a unit operator in the 1-th segment of the truncated.

representation of the CAR, projecting onto the subspace 7 r l c T s

Of T & with

In the above we have assumed the vacuum " & to be common for all

segments from the sequence 1=1,2,..,

However, preserving formulas (3.1O)-(3.13) we can,without any difficulty,

consider for each 1 a separate vacuum vl^ . In that case , in

place of a truncated representation of the CAR we deal with a sequence

of finite-dimensinnal Fock representations of the CAR , generated by

the appropriate sequence of triples 5 t, b . Q , £, .In this connec-

tion compare (17].

Restricting our considerations to a concrete 1-th segment r we achieve

the required finite- dimensional case, namely the quantum mechanics a? '

the many—particle system, generated by dim K,=> 1+N- number of different

Bosons,

The simplest example here is dimK • 1 . If G 6 = .Q» for a l l 1-1,2,. . .

we get:

• lo* = a* : dvpC-ci^aJ , (3.15)

all

in y- > there oloviously holds:

. M b ; i _ - 0 for k^L
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If wit.ii each 1-th segment we associate a particular 1-ch vncuun L^-£,

and thfin restrict our considerations to a concrete single segment, w?

deal with a one -dimensional quantum mechanical system. Omitting the

now superfluous index 1 , we get the following identities for b,b :

».*a>. + 0.*".
which thus define ai*1 irreducible representation of the CAR in the

two-dimosional subspace *p of the original Hilbert space tg

generated by }CL,Ol(Q(i, j . 3"̂  is spanned by, the ground state Qg arid

the one-particle state. For more details see also[i6,i7]l G.{^B~b O^.

.(3.17) i s the case when the correct Voson expansions for spin-1/2 c^n

be proposed.
the

In[case of dim K =2 it is possible to find the correct boson exp-

ansions for spin 0 and 1 operators. We de^l here vrith a two-particle

quantum system, where by (3.10)-(3.14) a boson with -two internal degrees

«f freedom \ CL̂t , CL*( Q&2 generates a corresponding Fermion

^
which by virtue of (3.12) gives:

\)A ~ 1 Q*y ( - 1 (LewV Ca, 4 a*! Q ^ i l :

>f»h)%%~\*-
(3.1a)

(3.19)

and.

<Q^ 0^4 (xXa.G J :
(3.20)

Here , t.tie an ti ro^rnutrit i on relations can be easily checked through an

ininp.iinte ml rulit.ion, bytnking into account that : exp(-"S CX

The r^prccfntition space

Thn basis vpctorp in ^ . r

is now four-dirnonsional.

can be chosen here in the form:

while in the Hilbert sp^ce of q single ^oson fwe would have:

In (3.2i) we have indicated spin properties of the quantum system(3.18)-

(3.20).Namely, by[i7j, we have defined in ^L the representation of

the SUf2) croup , whose iniinitesimal generator S*is given by:-

4 :

where a n d

- GC,a))- L 4 + cL^q.«~l.
(3.23)

One can check that the f irst number on the left-hand-side of

(3.21) indicates the eigenvalue of S , while the second number indica-

tes that of Sz,respectively.
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Hence the representation 3 naturally split.'; into the two irreducible

components corresponding to r.pir. 1 and cpin 0 respectively. Lfv. us

note that the formula (3.22) vns presented in such a way as to allow an

apparent extension onto on arbitrary many-boson, dimK = n , case.

Now l e t us consider the case of boson expansions of multi-fcrraion

operators. We assume that a finite , dinK=1+N ,nwber of bosons is

involved.Then ,we can apply expansions (3,10)- (3.1V* to find the corr-

esponding expansions for bifermions D^ba, , o« b&

with tt^2> = 0 , 1 , . . . ,N ,

To, make an explicit calculation is not difficult , but rather tedioun,

-and therefore le t us mention a useful method of functional represent-

ations of the CAR and CCR, developed in {27-28,76^,see also the Appen-

dix.In[2Bj , in the proof of Theorem 1 ,we have listed- formulas needing

a few minor modifications to solve the problem under consideration.

Namely,wc haves ^ -C^ ,.-,, <*u.) , Kt+vi- (An >--

V

Identities make sense only under the sign of the bilinear form , where,

after muliplyinr; by the antisymmetric tensors, summations over indices

are performed.

- 2 7 -

Th e rrr, t ^ on of ('5.?A'}- (3. ?.&) to

obvious. By taking into account (3.1?) we can easily get expansions

in terms of boron operators for concrete values of K.h =1,2,... ,N ,

where tensors E ^i+n involve suitable sip;n f.-ictor.-;.

Let urs note that, the expansions ,though infinite,are well defined

as operators in Tf .No convergence questions appear here in contrast

to the Marumori or Belaev-Zelevinsky approach.

The orin-innl boson expansions of fermion operators constitute ,of

course,infinite series. However ,for practical purposes, i-t is

useful to know tv^at one can always res t r ic t one's considerations to

a few lowest terms only. If we remember that full operators make inva-

riant the representation soace "f , and we take care not to obtain

vectors from beyond Tp , no explicit use of the infinite expansions

is needed.Let us, for example,notice that under the sign of the b i l i -

near form, the following identity holds:

I t suggests that pure boson operators can sometimes be • used in place

of pure Fermion operators. In fact (3.27) i s a special example

of the quite general correspondence relation between fermion and

algebras.

Let us consider an arbitrary operator,

whose generating tr iple \[j ^Q,Q.(

(3.28).

is associated with the



initial boson t r ip le \ Q. KCL^ used to perform the construction
representationp

Of the Fock representation of the CAR in thisj^of the CCR.Here fnm i s

a totally antisymmetric n+m point function (distribution in general)•

We have satisfied the following identity:

(3.29)

where £!, (ic^*) is the n-point Friedrichs — Klauder sign (alternating)

function , being a continuous generalization of the Levi-Civita tensor:

and m denotes that the order of variables i s reversed:

One further identity can be derived:

: Kb", W): - : exp C- ( *<L (3.31)

where Viwm " ^*»'^"i*T1*'wt •'•s a function symmetric with respect to permu-

tations of variables inside groups (^n) and(m) respectively, but anti-

symmetric with respect to permutations from (ji^into (_m.) and conversely.
us

(3.31) is the fieneralization of (3.27; and allows^to prove that if ±^

is the unit, opprator in \ b* v b , Q ^ | so that % = ^ F ^ S ,

then the following identity:

holds .for all operators iF^u".^; aad :F(a(o)j related by (3.31).

As a spccinli^ation of this result , one finds at once that the

canonical anticommutation relations hold on Tp for operators lipO-C^) 'Jp

and ^ F Q-f-̂ ) ^ p • The corresponding representation of the CAR

is called a projected representation. Note here that the formal

operator expressions for 'tp-G-C^ ^ p , ^paT/*c respectively, are quite

different from thase for o(S^)* b(£) and their action on

vectors from the domain i s essential.

In general , if the number of N bosons \<XV(L t @* ?ot=01i..-- |W~ 1

is involved, boson expansions of multifermion operators (3.24)-(j.26)

. t>y using (3.i£), te rewritten in the form:

w

(3.33)

w h e r e £ ^ ^ , ^ ^ „ — C ^ , ^ • • • ° ^ ^ • •• ^-w. a n t^

C« (Cv,^- S £ P^ fic "\ ... IL, Ctc ̂ ) ' with t-CDC^ . , , being

the basis in £,X(,R^) . The superscript = means the validity of identi-

t ies under the si^n of the bilinear form only (after the integrations

with tes t functions '• .
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By using (3.31) , we get :

(3.31*)

F(In the above , the complete formulas ^ p " F(o- |Q-)^f are called the

infinite boson expansions equivalent on ip to '. F(b* b}'. •

while operators I FT^&JI are called the finite boson expansions

corresponding to :F(.b*,b): .

Note that in general ; t-(&&.)". can appear aS the infinite operator

Series, and the word finite indicates that °nly finite parts of

boson expansions for b and b were used to construct ;

3.£ Jordan-Wigner representation

In the many-body problems, people frequently employ the Jordan-Winner

construction of the representation of the CAR algebra, which i s based

on the use of an infinite family:

- 0 Jfor (5.35)

of spin-1/2 raising and lowering operators, see e,g.[i00-105]
the

In practical applications , J^bove part-boson, part-fermion nature of

- 3 1 -

operators standR for-.a.difficulty in the theory, because no. simple

linear transformation between g+' .and ( ^ ^ such as would be

required to diaponalize a quadratic form (the Hamiltonian), leaves these

rules invariant.

However , it i s not d i f f icul t to transform-rules (3.35) into a complete

set of the CAR. The famous <.Tordan-Wigner tr ick i s in order here, vter-e

the Fermion creation and annihilation operators appear according to

where

(3.36) .

(3.37)

and the inverse transformation reads:

j r 1

(3.38)

The above method was invented many times since the basic paper

appeared. I t has been used to change spin operators into fennions in

Doil to change electron.", into bosons with a "hard core" £103] anc* ^°

change the hard-core bosons into Fermions [104J See alsa^19,12O,123-13O]

The above considerations are closely connected with the application of
the

boson expansion methods of the previous section to(so-called Jordan-

VJigner representation of the CAR algebra Jj00, 43,7^,83].

Namely, by the use of operators (3.35), we can introduce the following

fermion operators:

- 3 2 -



t : *

(3.29)

This i s a Fock representation i f <£~€i - 0 for a.11 k=1,2, . . .

I f we consider spin operators as constructed in the Fock represent-

ation of the CCR algebra, we have:

6~ r '. e (3.40;

where &* r {<$? a(p)^k(p) and i f k } k ! < ( 2 ,. i s the basis system in

I f we notfe that in the case of dim K = 2 for a l l fc»1,2,... :

Cfl2 ),

we at once get:
(3.1*1)

b; =

: a-

= a-r
4

(3.1*2)

which cives one more example of the CAR induced by the CCR, and i s a com-

plete "bosonization" formula for the Jordan-Wigner representation [23]g

3.3 Kalnay solution

Let us now present another approach to the question of boson expansion."

of Fermi operators in ivhich , in addition to the hosoris of interest ,

onr Lnt-roduorr; a finite number of subsidiary fermion operators.

Original con.sidemtions can be found in jj*O-43f3^"] as well as in refe -

rcncrr, l isted in these papers.

Let tlier^ be given a Fock representation of the CAR algebra realized by

an infinite sequence JF .L , . of matrices

(3.1+3)

where ffcy is the vacuum vector for the representation. Let us write

lC=fi)-Jl (R. J • ' ^ i e r l ^ i s spanned by a complete orthogonal system jg_J

Ihai. the trlliM.r functions can te associated will, natrices F •

-33- They satisfy the identities:



Fr
(3.1)6)

Let there be <*lven a Fock representation of th CCR algebra (1.26J.

By the use of the basis system (3.44) we can consider in the represent-

ation space *¥ a continuously indexed set of generators , according

to
(3.47)

where,

By using the above formulas one can easily check that the operators

"satisfy-
(3.5C)

The identitips ('}.5O) nre valid in the one-particle sector B of the

bor;on For,',: space i a .

Moreover, by using the vector W - > v T j ^ . , ^ jje can construct

6.51)

(5.52)

and further

o = £ ©

are c-

the vacuum'vector for the representa t ion f3.5O.), which obviously belongs

to B1 t b-t O . F = 0 for a l l i = 1 , 2 , . . .

Hence ,we have defined the t r i p l e \ b* , b- i ^-pV which in B defines

a Fock representat ion of the CAR algebra.

In the above we have t a c i t l y assumed t h a t the objects f 3 }

numbers.In t h i s connection l e t us add tha t we have chown

tha t there ex i s t s a broad c lass of coef f ic ien t s (3.45) which are opera-

tor—valued and can be derived through a simple construction from an
!

arbitrary Foek representation of the CAR algebra: the matrix representation is then '

explicitly constructed from the initial (not necessarily matrix) representation.

Kalnay's theory thus admits Fock representations of the CAR algebra,

which are directly boson constructed, but indirectly through tr i l inear

functions,which can appear as operator-valued, depending on certain s tar t -

ing Fock representation of the algebra , quite different,from the deri-

ved one.

-36-
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h. FERMIOH-BOSOH RECIPROCITY IH QDAM1UM FIELD THEORY

k,l Relations between fermiona and, boaons

Let us s ta r t from the two arbitrary families Qp' fintj Qj, of fermion

and boson quantum fields respectively.We can consider, the following

question:do there exist relations assigning to one or more elements

of QQ one or more elements of Q- ,

Quite popular recently supersymmetry approach [67,63]seems to offer an

example of the a priori requested relation between fermions and bosons.

The fields are formed into irreducible supermultiplets, allowing us to

deduce the conservation laws, which reflect the mentioned relation.

^his i s obviously a result of the supersymmetry requirement and not of

tfie intimate structute of Qg and Qp .

Another possibil i ty i s concerned with field theories of several quantum

fields fobeying the abnormal commutation relations'. In this": case one
the P _

introduces/ so-called Klein transformations |_69J , changing commutation

properties of fields under consideration.

The approaches - developed in .•{" 36,70,71,93"] can be summarized in the
notion of the boson fennionizatlon programme, where all boson and fermion " ~

fields appearing in Nature are believed to be derivable .from a single non-linear

spin-1/2 "urfield".

In the framework of the conventional quantum field theory, the ferrr.ion-

iization programmew=is realized in connection with the Thirring niodel,

see e.g. J47,116,117] Na/iiely ,to define a current one needs a Fock

representation of the CCR algebra over £ CC) constructed in terras of

the Fock representation of the CAR algebra over © i- v ftc / fhence
A

with a doubled number of the internal degrees of freedom in the cheorv.

Quite the converse trend is realized within the programme of fermion-

ization of bosons, Where one wishes to obtain fermion fields in the field

nr, of the f̂ iven boson fields.This i s the place where the boson

expansion methods are applied,

it vns conjectured in [37] that i t is more difficult to construct ,

hnlf-irlteefai representations of rotation groups from the integral

than conversely, and i t seems to be practically impossible within- the-i •.-.-•>

limitations of the polynomial expansion.The author even tried to deri-

ve the explicit formulas for the fermion field In terms of the boson

field, when the number of space-t^me dimensions was reduced to two.
This approach was further analysed and generalized in[38] with the

use of the C*-nlgebraic techniques that allowed to construct a field a l -

gebra of the boson field , which exhibited the anticomrautation rules

for certain values of the charge.

Another realization of the programm i s based on the idea of b'oson

expansions of fermion operators ; the approaches of previous sections

give here the solutions in an indirect way.Namely,tfie ^relations

between quantum fields appear on the level of the Fock representations

of the CCR and CAR algebras, hence free f ie lds . Through the Fourier

analysis one goes from the SL (2C) covariant to the SU(2) covariant

objects. Because the Haag expansions of interacting fields and scatter-

ing bperators are power series of normal ordered operator expressions,

which include the"bare (free) images of the"dressed" (interacting^

field only ,one can always express any Fermion field in terms of the

appropriate free Boson fields.See e.g.jjo,31,108-120, 45,46] .

Recently' ,papers£iC5-107], threw some light on the possibil i ty of the

Iermion-boson metamorphosis in gauge theories with the magnetic .monopole.

Namely, in the 3U(2) quantum gauge field" theory , with the isospin

-̂symmetry brok n spontaneously by a t r ip le t of scalar mesons, isospi-

r.. r degrees of freedom nr;: converted into the spin degrees of free-

dora incier the influence of the magnetic monopole field,[iO5]. Then in
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the transition fotratactor , r.pin rmd ir.ospin form tin antisymmetric

singlet , which implies the non-vanishing of matrix elements'of the

spinor field between the spinless states.

On the other hand inp106~] it , was argued that as a consequence of the

spin-stntistics theorem, in the SU(2) theory of isospin bosons .in the

field of the magnetic monopole, one can get fermions. In the analo-

gous direction fioes the investigation £107], where an ob.-ject

composed of the spinless electrically charged particle and the spin-

less magnetically charged particle may bear net half-integer spin,

while the two-cluster wave function is symmetric .The study of a re-

lative motion of theses clusters proves that this symmetry condition'

does not violate the spin-statistics theorem. An intuitive explanation

of Goidhaber says: perhaps an object whose half-integer spin comes

fron the cljarge-pole contribution obeys Fermi-Eirac s ta t is t ics so that.

a fermion can l>ft constructed from bosons.

,As a solution to this question it is found that the anomalous rela-

tion between the cluster spin and the permutation symmetry of a tv/o-

cluster wave function produced by the stat ic fields of charge and

pole in a given cluster , i s compensated by the anomalous relation

between the wave-function symmetry and the quantum numbers which

correspond to physical observables. _All that follows from the long-

range interactions of charges with pol^s in the. different clusters.

So ,indeed , the two anomalies combine in such a way that Ferml ons cr=n

be constructed from 'bosons.

k.2 On. field theories in the two space-time dimensions

The method of boson expansions is not a strange concept for people

working in the domain of low-temperature description of tr,e

-39-

(anti) ferromagnetic crystals or the atomic nucleus. There is, however.

not widely known, i t s close connection with the so-called la t t ice

approximations of bjson {quantum} field theories , see e.g.' [119-130]

as well as i t s relation to the investigations of the fermion-'boson

correspondence, especially for the Thirring and Sine-Gordon systems

{U-46,108-120] .

The famous Coleman conjecture [44]on the possible metajnorphosis of

fermions into bosons, results in the statement that for mass zero

space-time dimension two , the Fock space of a massless Dirac

field contains massless Bose particles. In the study of equivalen-

ces between the appearing ..-felrmions and bosons , the explicit construc-

tions of field operators were performed, see e.g^45,46,109,114,115,116,

118,126,130). An example of the Mandelstaa solution^"} reads:

where 4s (y; satisfies the so-called quantum Sine-Sordon equation:

and the canonical commutation relations ,- while ^ 6 ^ is proved

to be a fermion , which under suitable restrictions becomes a fermion

of the massive Thirring model.

It is instructive to XnOW that the fermion-boson correspondence

so introduced results also in the equivalence of the Thirring and
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sine-Gordon model. Hamiltonians, see e.g. [^6,115].In [i 15J i t ir, shown thr.t

any interacting spinor system in the two space-time dimensions c.-m

bo equivalently described by the scalar system: both theories hnve .i

common Hamiltonian. The correspondence of this kind is further extended

on the case of the vector-spinor systems and the Yukawa interacting sys-

tems, which can both be related to the Sine-Gordon model.

The transition from fsrmions to 'bosons in the two-dimensional quantum

field theory follows from the fact that the Fock space of the free

massless Fermion field contains in every charge sector mass zero.bound

states, so that the -two fermion bound states are connected with the mass-

less boson field. This result was at the root of the neutrino theory

of light, [93j- On how to get bosons from the two-component f ermions see .

also •Ref.hf.

Let us add that the structure of the fermion Fock space , with special

respect to the fermion-bosoii reciprocity, was studied in detail,

in • Uhlenbrock's papers 1.116.117). The transition from .bosons. . to

femiensis realized by the use of the exponentiated field. Here, we shall

only mention an interesting feature of this approach resulting in

the so-called Kronig identity between the Hamiltonians of the free

massless 'fermion and boson fields:

HF= X + { ( Q ^

•with 0+ fQ_ being the suitably defined charge operators.

In the case of the . Thirrlnc model, tha authors'get the generalization

of the Kronig identity in which the renormalized Hamiltonians H_

and H appear in place of H_ and

In the massive case , an analogous identity can be proved if we use the

concept of the dressing transformation.It allows^to reformulate the phy-

sicnl Hilbert spnee problem in tho Fock npnee , "by tho use of pure bo.',or,

operators Denoting the scaling dimension 'by d , n "being an index of the

charge sector, and denoting the mass by m , we obtain:

(.h.k)

Some efforts are connected-with the "chpice .of quasi'-local Fermi

fields instead of quasi-local Bose fields so that they are interpo-

lating fields for the same one-particle states , whose corresponding

multi-particle states will obey either Fermi or Bose stat ist ics"

The special notion of "schizon" was introduced in this connection.

Then , i f s.tarting from bosons;

the authors define Fermions by

)d(\ '

Note here a close analogy with the Jordan—Wigner trick .

In addition to the pure boson approach to fermione, i t is uaeful to mention

the study of the fermion-boson correspondence which is performed on the

level of the Lagrangians for the simplest models, at the price, however,

of having to introduce the additional, quite formal (elements of the

Grassmann algebra), degrees of freedom, which are reminiscent of the super-

syimnetry approach. The use of Grassmann tools makes the boson-constructed

fields anticommute, see e.g. [112,113].



So Lh.it , Lhi" l.r.'iri.'j j 'ur , ..'i l i o n .

s. QUANTUM FIFLDS OM THE SPATIAL LATTICE: TOWARDS THE HEISENBERG CRYSTAL

5.1 Lattice approximation of the Thirring model

The Hamiltonian of the ma.saive Thirring model on a or.e-di.v.ensional lat-

tice with spacing a and N=2r sites is given byp19,12^:

H = i {±

<WH ( 5 . 1 )

The ^ ' s are fermion operators C ^ , ^ 1 , - g ^ and % + 4 -r4 1 •

G is a renormalized coupling constant , and V(G) i s the finite

renormalization constant needed to make the speed of l ight equal

to unity. Up to f i rs t order in G F we have \l(&)= 4,4 ^ - , m0 ,

denotes the bare mass and EQ is included to make the ground state

energy vanish: m̂  depends on the la t t ice constant a.

With the help of the Jordan-Wigner trick we can relate the above model

to the Heisenberg spin-chain problem, the XYZ-model with the Hamiltonian

periodic boundary conditions are implied.

The appropriate version of the Jordan-Signer trick reads:

i e 1' ( l^j v »
(5.3)

(5.!*)

with
V
2S

(5.5)

) - IT 6 t = G-

•• 1) commutes with

/ C0 w e h a v e H

another Hamiltonian

and H. I t proves that in the sector

' '

HXYZ ' w h i l e i f (-~'1J' " L~*y • H equals to

given by the Heisenberg ferromagnet formula

with the anticyclic boundary conditions: £*+~-£J^ ,C> - - ^ ^ 1 ^ a - g *"

Unfortunately for Jz= 0 , which corresponds to the free model, the

three Hamiltonians HxYZ'HXYZ a n d H n a v e different spectra,which slight-

ly spoils the obtained equivalence.Here the strong dependence of the theory f

while formulated in the Heisenberg language, on the choice of the

boundary conditions ,should be emphasised.

If to introduce the projection operators: "+= i M~ ~̂

we have U H-Xy2 ̂  l£ J —~

| so t h a t H- - T̂ . WXYZ
 +

and hence:

a)P+.,resp. P_,is the projection on the subspace with an even,resp.

odd,fermion number above the physical ground state ,

,b) for large N the spectra of ^.H^Y^ an<^ P- X̂YZ a r e *^ e s a r a e

partly solves the above-mentioned spectrum problem-

-hh-
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5.2 Froa tioeons to Helsanteerg sntiferro net

Let us consider acaln the spatial lattice with spacing a p.nd the inte-
ger lattice label n. If ,with each lattice site we have associated a
complex scalar field CD satisfying the canonical commutation relatfor

then in the corresponding Fock space we can construct the fermion
unit operator where in the place of creation and annihilation operators

& , CL we put respectively: °? ,̂ > t 4FC(X*a.j ^> ^pCcp^qp) •
By the transformation 'L Op*'be * Vn > we have associated with

site * •

each let t ice^a single component fermion field "4%, '•
±.+ -l ^ r> A r<t.. 4- ^ . =n (5-7^

•1

Let us consider the Hamiltonian,

compare in this connection (5.1). We have,

t 4

(5-8)

(5.9)
—

so that the time dependence of T?*, at even (odd) sites is determi-

ned by the spatial difference of 4^+^ at odd (even) sites. Following

the prescription of ̂ 27} ,let us define a two-component field ^ ,'

the components of ^ satisfy:

« . ' Ax e ^ *

which , a t the continuum limit,becomes t hemass l e s s Dirac equation:

JT ^ ~ v •<0/*7v -̂n ' t l 1 0 standard, representat ion: <3g ~ ^O~
By using the Jordnn -Winner t r i c k , .

(5.1?)

< the one-dimensional fermion problem can be rewritten as the one-dimer.-

sional spin problem;
so that:

is the spin matrix at the n-th site, L<*1,2,?..

which describe.-5 the XY antiferromagnetic chain.
As we know from previous considerations,each of fauli operators can-
be bosonized so that one can once more pose • the question of the Boson
translation of the same (see (5.8)) physical problem.

Variations on

.I-H .
The T i quantum field theory is given by the Hamiltonian'

I t s la t t ice approximation on the linear l a t t i ce with the dimension L,
spacing OL=J£ , L= (2N+ i)/A , V » L i s described by the Hamiltonian;

where the gradient term i s chosen in the form£i23,124, 12eJ:

A . * ( ^ i ?

with

After reselling: .

x; - A" k:

(5.16)

(5.17)

T A
(5.18)

v/e get

veThe lattice version of the initial quantum model is obviously an approx-
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Imatton of thfi continuous one. However ,further approximations cnn

be made within the lattice formulation.

Let us note that in (5.19) the different single—site terms.

Another kind of npnroximntion of the initial boson theory is the fi-

nite spin npyroximation,. Let us discuss.it for the case of <$*, theory

with the ndditlon of the nearest neightiour̂  coupling term:

are coupled by the gradient terms only, which in fact carry interactions

in the model. If we neglect the gradients, we obtain the so-called

single-site approximation , where at each site we have the identical

SchrSainger problem of a particle in an anharmonic potential. In this

approximation , the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are formed by the

product of single-site eigenstates. The lowest energy eir?enstate is

'V</)rft tM(V>; j where |^O; is the ,j-th site ground state.
I • i the

The next energy level is achieved if,at most,one of[oscillators is in

its first excited state; huge degeneracy appears here.

Introducing the annihilation and creation operators at each site ,j:

(5.2i;

we can get the most general,in the single-site approximation, state func-
tion of the system:

In the so obtained single—site basis , one can approximately calculate

fthe energy of the original .interacting, system:

- H - - A | ? ^ s Cj) + i Z DCf.-/O *-, xix \ ,

so that i t s expectation value in the t r ia l state

.In case of the translation invariant ground state, requiring "^ TXj'(-j,̂

so that 5 . Wi.-i,)i-1.I>(o) = -LDfo) . l-pli«: '*

~ A-L { Cvl

The periodic boundary conditions are assumed.

In each single site , the corresponding single-site term describes

the anhnrmonic quantum oscillator , whose solution like the Schroainger
problem:

( In) (5-27)

by the use of the basis £>l"p, 0<-^<.°° » a l l o w s u a t o ^ i t e
the Hamiltonian (5.25; in the matrix form, H being dimensionless:H=H/A

ft = (5.2a)

I
Here E i s the diagonal matrix f %A consisting of the' single-site

energy values. X has the non-vanishing- matrix elements between the

even and odd parity states.

The finite spin approximation is received by truncating the base to

a finte number S of levels at each site: ^SkvO , 0< "•' i S*l ,

so that the truncated Hamiltonian represents the coupled spin s system

with 2s +1 = S . Note ' that the approximation is baee dependent.

As a particular example, one can consider the spin-l/2 approximation:

S =2,which means that only the two low-lying states of the single-

site SchrcSdinger • problem are retained ntsw. This approximation is

reasonable under the existence of the external regulation machanism
(low temperatures, the strong coupling, equivalently the weak excitation limits)

forbidding the occupation of higher energy levels: the probability
Lhat the system is excited to energy levels higher than the lowest twô

is negligibly small.

The Hamiltonian matrix acquires the form:

1 * l

W = .

t

t

- 4 7 -
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where, see, e.g. [125,129] £ - ( E f l-Eo) , ^ - I Col X l O I* ,
t ' •=. g and c?'? are tho ordinary Pnuli matrices.

îilce only the two states are considered for each oscillator , they

can be represented by thr> presence or absence of a fermion , which moti-

vates the translation of H to the pure fermion language: the Jordan-

trick:
(5.30)

1 t

allows us to derive:

H — L En "t" £ t

finally enables' us to associate v/ith the starting boson system ,

the corresponding la t t i ce fermion , Here one can obviously pose the

question whether (5.30) can be further connected , in the sense of the

la t t i ce approximation, with some continuous (quantum field theory)

Fermi on System.

6. HEISENBERG FERBOMAOtffiT IN THE LOW-TEMPERATURE LIMIT

6.1 ' Spin-l/2 gpfproximatlon in quantum mechanics

Let us consider an elementary quantum system in one dimension. Such a

system i s completely determined by an irreducible pair \ P,oV'- 3 4 B , ̂  *

of the momentum and position operators, which are seif-adjoint in the

suitable Hilbert space ^ ,

We-assume the quantum motion of the system to be ^ovf-med by the Hamil-

tonian H , whose complete eigenfunction system f̂n̂  n = Q 1

Hf n R f spans J^ . We have then rriven the operators O.~f/(lu')(Q.-'

cL = (jil«iXS-i^) s o t h a t ^o'Q « and JJ,v = t^lTOla"^ .
; Hence , the t r ip le \ <£ , a , $p\ generates a Fock representation of the

CCR in *5o . In accordance with Considerations of Seei. l, 3.1, .

in n'two-dimensional subnpace TP of 'TB , which is spanned by vector:

fo,f., , we have given a Fock representation of the CAR algebra^b,b^fQj

with:

and furthermore? , ^n infinitcr.imrd frnncra
the SU(2) group irreducible in T^ • f£ $

^ ^ P w ' n e r e !

N o t - e t h a t

S of tho representation of

P - implies:

, 0 / ^ ^

In consequence , thev^ctors ^otf-i are the common eigenvectors of the

three operators:H , 1> , S, . Therefore , i f the description of our

elementary quantum system can be restricted to "Jl only, v/e can

in principle characterize i t fully by a complete family^Hp,S , S , ^
Of the olservablea conmuting in "J1_ : H-. - * H ^ p •

to do " - •"
The only thing I is to disclose the physical conditions , under which'

such a restriction is possible. I t is obviously non-reaiizabie fQT

the isolated system. Let us therefore assume it to be in contact with

a suitable , low-temperature environment (reservoir). In such a case,

any pumping of the system to energies exceeding E, can be made

negligibly orobable i f compared with this to produce either EQ or z^ #

Then , the description of any elementary quantum system , with

good accuracy c?n be reduced to TF only where a complete family

of observables \ Hf , S , ? j j is given.

Another mechanism of this kind can be the strong coupling potential

forbidding the system to occupy higher energy levels . This phenomenon

seems to be of special importance in the interacting many-particle sys-

tems.

The above considerations can be summarized in the following conjecture:

the quantiam motion of a one-dimensional spinless system , which is go-

verned by the Hamiltonian H , provided the system is in contact with

the low-temperature environment, in the weak excitation limit perfectly

simulates the internal spin-l/2 quantum motion of a spinning object ,

in i t s own reference rest frnme. *

Furthermore , we can treat each spinlesn elementary quantum system

as a superposition of the Bosonic and iermionic "phases?, if higher

excitations are allowed, the bosonic one prevails; however,in the

weak excitation limit,the fermionic one becomes prevailing.

One can even try to establish a certain c r i t ica l temperature of the

reservoir , beginning from which our boson can ^e consu,a,ere_d. »ith

a good accuracy as the spin-i/2 fermion . Things . would become

s t i l l more exciting i f there existed a large energy gap between

E1 and higher energy levels of the Hamiltonian. • In that case

it would even be possible to get the highly stable fermionic "phase"
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Of our elementary quantum system , in a large range of energies perhaps.

6.2 BoBonizatiop of fermions on the iaotropic lattice

We are interested in the special class of quantu-n spin systems
called the isotropic Heisenberg models, whose specialized case is the
famous Ising model. Let the isotropic spin lat t ice consist of the num-
ber N of equivalent sites , each one occupied by identical atoms:
each one with spin s and magnetic moment U* . With the 1-th site
of the lat t ice we associate the 1-th copy iL of the finite dimen-
sional Hubert space f , dimT =2s+1 , s=0,1/2,.. . together with
an irreducible unitary representation of the SU (2) group , with the

satisfying;
(-6.2)

infinitesimal generators J^Jva1 •

1 ^ib J- = l

where a,b,c "1,2,3 for x,y,z), "Ŝ  =
tor in <J

and is a unit opera-

We denoteTl.,* lAk - if) , !,,,,« 0 , kl =1,2,...,N , the exchange integral
of the la t t ice , and -3t-p401'R) is the magnetic field oriented
along the z-axis of the reference rest frame .Then the general Hamilto-
nian of the lat t ice [9^, reads:

and can .further ne~written in the form: ~ -** -
(6.4)

= u x +

p: l(>))?'?'Iflt)CXp llcV . Moreover, to be in agreement with the notation coipmqnly

accepted in solid state physics, s* must be identified v;ith

the notation ^ S* , of previous sections,

The description of the Heisenberg ferromagnet in the low temperature

limit (Curie point) involves bosons in tho basic formalism [_A8,U$.

Namely, in that case , a collection of the ideal spin waves constitut-

in.r tho frnc mn,Tioti f.ns , i s b^linvfri to r,irriul.-itc pc-rfrrcti y .-;
of thf> cryr t . i l : t r anp : t i on probabilities for the irl̂ .Tl r.pln wnvo
processes with a good accuracy approximate these for a real system.
A conventional computational tool at this point i s the use of formal
substitutions, as e.g. tho>se of Holstein and Primakoff or of Dyson and
tlaleev. They allO1-/ us to consider in place of ^6.2J a pure -boson Hamil-
tonian of the ideal spin waves defined in the appropriate space of spin
states.
The use of the Holstein-primakoff prescription for spin values s^> 1
al lows us to consider H in the form:

while by using •• the Dyson-Maleev prescription we gets

a*
C6.6)

= s -

In both cases H2 is interpreted to describe the non-interacting spin
waves ,H* their dynamical interaction, H being responsible for the
kinematicol corrections. H and H appear here as small perturbations
of H2 + EQ.
In the above tho condition S/*)11 automatically excludes .lowest spin
lattices from considerations, therefore i t seems reasonable to apply
here the rf-gorous approach of S e c . 3.1.

Let the t r i p l e \ CL ( 0. , ^-e^K fienerate a Fock r e p r e s e n t a t i ^ of the
CCR algebra over the complex separable Hi lber t space K = © K̂
with dimKv=n for a l l l t n = 1 , 2 , . . .



The basis system in K we
( of modes induces

t j £ co that tho

r a <*&

a^C^-O all t.«
(6.7)

^he underlying Fock space we denote ^ *
Let us now assume ue have aefined the subsidiary boson l a t t i c e cons i s t -
ing of a f i n i t e (large),number of iden t i ca l c e l l s : 1=1,2 , . . .N , each
one occupied "by the n-mode c lus t e r : cL <*i,2,... , n ' enumerating the compo-
nents of the c lus t e r , '.Ve define the following operators:

a

with Co.* a)t= " l , 0 ^ a

• I * •

and introduce the Kamiltonian of our lattice

boson*' notations are taken from the above , and 0 for all k,

(6.9)

This operator is well defined in the suitably chosen domains in "i^ .

If we admit a contact of the subsidiary boson lattice with an appropriate

thermostat (reservoir), one can' imagine the retaliation mechanism

for the excitation level of the lattice , through thn raising-or lower-

ing of thf temperature.

Temperature changes influence thi structure of the set of transition

probabilities between lattice states: certain transitions become more

probable than others.

Let us choose a discrete set JT j _. . of points along the tempe-
< S ' S~* U * I f * * * fry

rature scale, each one with a corresponding neighbourhood Al s ,

The separation intervals between the neighbouring points are assumed to

be sufficiently large if compared with the corresponding A T S .

With each discrete T , let us associate a projector PT with the pro-

perty-

within the interval A T
-53-
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<^p"}

wherc the notation probv3"*]rlmotor; / probability with which the. transitions

between lattice states from t - nre realized inside ^ in the chosen
temperature range T + AT/? . To remove the arbitrariness connected with

the rotation *}>> , one con try to associate temperature values with

concrrt.o probability values ,as e, g. prob T'^IN'SJ,"] ^, 0,001, say.

In thnt cnr-R , the boson lat t ice, Gan ê described with a good accuracy

in terms of states from'Tl)nnd no necessity to consider the whole of T^ •

apppar.%

By virtue of considerations of Sec. . 3.1 for a . certain cri t ical

temperature ) and a corresponding temperature range

AT , there? cxipts a projector PQ such that within the interval T̂ lf

the following operator identity:

which is a finiteholds on the Hibert space of spin, states ^ r T

dimensional subspace of
the
f ̂ Ok "O
the T* fif S

Furthermore , each of ̂ operators: bfc~ t̂  Ok. "O i s an infinitesimal
generator of the representation of the SU(2) group reducitle on f0 ,
whose irreducible components induce a corresponding splitting of ^
into n direct sum of r.uitnble npin spaces. They are pnrnmetrizoci by tho
spin valuer associated with each of the N sites of the Heisenberg lattice.

A few comments are now in order.

The identity (6.11/ establishes a connection of the subsidiary
boson lattice v/ith the isotropic lattice in the Weak excitation limit.
I t clearly exhibits the limitations (projectors Pg ) under which the
use of boson expansions in the theory is justified. Formally one can
consider a straightforward equivalence relation between FL and H. How-
ever, in that cane the essential domain ouestions arise . Hg appears
here as the finite boson expansions corresponding to the infinite
expansion for**.

The cluster structure of the subsidiary'boson latt ice , introduced by us

as the: limitation of • the theory, plays an essential role. Namely, in the

cace of dimK-, =1 for all 1, we get the'spin-1/2'lattice. if'dimS, =2

for all 1, then ^ can be reduced and with each latt ice si te one can

associate either spin-1 or spin-0 quantum' excitation.
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Our main task now is to construct explicitly the operator P_ .

Let us note th^t p .is-.a common, ground state, for all clusters

a Fock space associatedof the subsidiary boson lattice. Ve denote ty ^

with the k-th cluster, and hence determined by the triple:

£ p

From now on We assume the spin-1/2 approximation of our quantum
system is allowed ,so that the two lowest energy states corresponding

to each single normal mode of the system (including the single compo-

nents of the clusters) are essential. Then with £ach single degree

Of freedom we have associated the fermion: fc>* - G? •'

and furthermore the induced spin—1/2 operator S.

If, further, we consider the n- -mode cluster, and repeat above considera-

tion for each single component, then the operator

<? = ? sj k-12)
defined by.

* .
r

SU(2)

(6.13)

group reducible on
, the operators b^

where (J>,b") » ^
representation of the

fact that for«:*fo

while

tne —•>
so that ^operators S^ obey:

is an infinitesimal generator of the
I t follows from the

do commute,

- v — v^t ;

(6.14)

(6.15)

^abc S«c ,

,b= i,a.r- (6.16)

Bearing in mind the well known addition theorems for the angular momenta

-55-

we can add those generators', getting the new infinitesimal

generator S^= 2 S ^ of the SU(?) group bfing assigned to the tc-"tk

n-modo cluster under consideration. Obviously, this generator is defi-

ned on fp , and decomposes this Hilbert space into a direct sum

of spin PuhRpaces corresponding to the irreducible components of the

representntion.

In the sptn-1/? approximation of the boson system we can apply the boson

expansion formulas to the above operators according to:

'-ICM. .

'• ^pf-ft-te O

c 'wx
i t

(6.17J

subspace of spin statesThe Ferraion unit operator <Jf selects in-

corresponding to the 1-th cluster v/ith dimK,.

In the atove, the operator ;<iyp(- (a* oJi-V- , C^*CLV - 5

is responsible for projecting onto the ground state of the cluster.

A global projection pnto the grbund state for the whole of the lat t ice

i s then obtained by the multiplication of all particular cluster pro-

jections (by virtue of the'direct product structure of"?,), and reads:

Let us now define the following operators:

fe.-tej
.

Each k-th operator projects onto'the non-Kero-mode subspace Of 3^ .Then , the
operator

. C6.19)

is a prorjertor and solect.r in f& a subspace ^z Po i g which is a closed.1

•s.nt.-thoorrti c union of all particular spin, spaces: T a t OTp

and thus being the Hilbert space of spin states for the subsidiary
boson lattice.

Now it is quite a trivial excencise

inr opprntor identitirs hold:

to check that on

- 5 6 -
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(6.20)

where P_ orrvcnts us from lenvin£ ~*Q while using bosons only

Moreover, for k j- 1 thrre obviously holds on'Jv :

( 6 - 2 i J

which follows from th° commutativity of the components of the operators
f V --> —>
-iw-i ' it ard S. ,S, respectively/.

Because P~ is the unit operator in *"o , we get -- the desired proper-

ty, W&-> P0HBP0 =H • to hold in To ,

Let us summarize the ohtalned results: our starting point was the

subsidiary boson latt ice , whose description is in the spin—1/2 approx-

imation reduced to a particular subspace 7Q of Zjt, , so that the restr ict-

ed latt ice Hamiltonisn HB = PQHBP0 is in fact the Hamilton!an of the

isotrbpic Heisenberg la t t ice .

The physical conditions under which a restriction tof0 is possible^

are clarified by the concept of the spin-1/2 approximation. We need
a temperature T of the thermostat so low that each single mode of the
subsidiary faoson lattice is either singly excited or not excited at all,
so that

(6.22)

Probabilities with which transitions to , and between, the higher energy

levels of the system participate in (6.22) are then negligible.

In the pure boson language we deal here with a kind of - condensa-

tion of the raagnort rtas (its single decrees of freedom, in fact) around1

the lat t ice sites , so that the magnon condensate perfectly imitates

the structure of spin interactions inside the crystal.

Moreover,, by the use of spin-1/2 approximation of the bctfon system,we .

obtained what in Sec- ' 5 corresponded to the finite spin

approximation, '

The last step in these considerations should now be a comparison of re-

sults fHamiltbnians I mean) obtained' by the use of . either of the

Galn»1 attor>« here are straightforward, and to have a

put
"Hii tlm Holstein-Primnkofl anrt Dyson-tf.nleov expansions we

<- ^ w , which i m p l i e s S.z_4> _ S? • A + - r t *

'and reRUlts

= fu l l

(6.23)

After the reordering of terms with respect to powers in which the opera-
tors (X^ ( Cl̂  appear, we get:

H * = - ^ a t +•

(6.2!*)

I f compared with the H-P and D-M expansions, we have modified EQ and
H? ,and no kinematical tern at a l l .
Obviously ,the Hamiltonian Hfi =Eg +H, + Hfi makes .-sense i f employed in
the theory of the Heisenberg ferromagnet in the form PQH^PQ only.

6.3 The anisotroyic crystal

Let us consider the generalized Heisenberg model with the diagonal

interaction exchange tensor and the anisotropy with respect to all
three crystallographie-co-ordinate axes: :

- I (6.25)
let ,

where t (iii are the anisotropy parameters: l^lj l^l-41 ,
For the case of a ferromagnetic crystal , we additionally need 1 ^
Note that 1^, 4^ 0 implies the antiferromagnetism . —?
The external magnetic field i s a^ain oriented along the z-axls: **t~
Then the Hamiltonian of bur spin . system reads:

gnet
Then the Hamiltonian

\0{iL}



lSU , (6.26)

where we admit - 1 i. ̂  ̂  ^ 1 > +
If we introduce the operators S£» , we get further:

(6.27)

Because of the translational invarianee of the Hamiltonian (6,27), we

can make a transition, to the Fourier images of the operators S^ in

the momentum space:

(6.28)

getting, instead of H C I , $ , \ ) ,

+ f*inX5-^CS+
Ps*p+s~s:

where*

(6.29)

(6.30)

S

and. apip<) = - °p , «v_~* ,
Here P0«(jrl<i)(i,1»1 ) is the boundary momentum of the first Erillouin zo-
ne, and we explicitly assume the approximation of the nearest neighbour

; interaction : a parameter z denotes the number of the nearest neighbours

of a single s i te . .
From now on we shall restric€?considerations to a special case of spin

s-1/2 lattice.This restriction is Justified both theoretically and

experimentally f5Ot5i,9*] as a consequence of the fact that the majo-

r i |-.v of t.!v nhy.-.i c u l l y int. 'Ti ' /rt im; rrr.ul t:i depends rather weakly on 0

particianr value of r.rin. Moreover, the peculiarities of th-s r;pin kinemn- -i

t i rs nrr os^pntiol in^case of the lowest spin values, while in the

qmpi-cl.^spicnl fnunsi-boson)1 limit s-*Oo they arc completely negli—

Gible. . . . .
.Here it is useful to employ the representation of spin opera-

tors through the Pauli matrices. We shall introduce: ^t.- *°u. , Sw-Ou.

Sl=(*iO4f-^bt • T h e n : ' •

wher° ̂ p is 1 Fourier image of the operator n^

2b* k+o ,

S =
As a consequence of the commutation relations

we get the following relat ions in the momentum space:

(6.32)

(6-33)

C6.sU)

By virtue of 0 and n£ - nR, ) - 1/4 , we get

for all k,r].

Introducing a l l these notations into (6.29) ve obtain the final fora of

,t the Hamiltonipn:

C6.36V
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where

• ( 6 . 3 7 )

Let us add that i f ? ; t , the coefficient C(p^ obviously vani-
shes, and in that case EQ becomes an energy of the ground state, while
A/p \ _becomes an energy of the ideal gas of Bloch's magnons.

The general ^ ^ \ Hamiltonian(6.3,6) describes the magnetic pro-
perties of a few met,?ls , and can also be applied to the quasi-spin for-
mulation of the superfluidity problem for the .non-ideai lat t ice gas and
the BCS model in the theory of superconductivity, compare^,52-56~\ t

^he one-particle dynamics generated by the Hamiltonian f6.36) leads
to the following equations of motion:

(6.38)

where

V - = > 1
and a non-symmetric potential V is given by

(6.39)

(6.1*0)

In the boson approximation the term. - X i - i s neglected.
Analogously for ̂ p :

-

where:

In the p a r t i c u l a r case of the Is ing model: ^ ^ ivi - Q
V p q ^ = l(0hSV, for a l l p fand: l ^ p = 0 ; t J ^ r O ,
so t h a t a l l operators <jp are in teg ra l s of motion.

, we get

the isotropic Heisenberg ferromagnet , v/hichDyson's theory^a
further reproduced in ternvs of the Boson operators[57 - 6'0 , i s common-

' ly trent.pn as the most exact • and appears as the standard theory in
the low temperature domain. I t s generalization onto the anisotropic case
is immediate,Let us now reproduce from[9^what happens i f the Dyson-
Maleev expansions are used. Namely their translation to the momentum
space reads:

(6.1*3)

where-

.= Spp,

(6.1*1*)-

and the subsidiary condition , which reflects the requirement bi"

is imposed:

all T (6,45)

Then

^_p 4 ICp") a p

S

In the model "^= ̂  , we get 0,and- then.

^pVp-c]a<) • (6.1*7)

Hnmiltonians (0.^6)% (O.AT) are obviously non-Hermitjon and
need the introduction of the ne-.v topology in1 the state space. However,

•irjjdonc.the eigenvalues of Hg are allowed to be negative and even
complex.
If we make use of .(6.30},the Hamiltonian (SAt) can be rewritten in the
canonical Dyson form of the symmetrized four-bosoh, interaction,.
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Where the Dyson potential

= r V V i ~ S

given by

(6.1*9)

In th> case of the Ising model ^~\- 0 , we would get

The Hamiltonian (o.tt&) generates the following equations of motion- for
the boson operatorsCtp ,Q.p *

-U* : T v ^ . = Ej= Eja; -

above equations are not mutually adjoint.

By taking into account

(6.52)

and coratoihing it with (6.50'), one gets one more equation of motion:

We have thus derived the complete Dyson images of the dynamical equations
(6.5'^), (6.4i) in the anisotropic la t t ice.
The theory of the- previous section suggests u*^ng "the rigorous .
boson expansions, of the spin operators , which in^case of lowest spins
do not suffer from all?peculiarities and difficulties Of the Dyson- Kaleev
approach: note, for examplp, that the operations of the Hersiitir-n conju-
gation and the differentiation in time do not conraute.
In the rigorous anproachfthe following substitutions arc in order:
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a l l P ? f"1*1 t h e appropriate pro jec tor PQ in ^g, .
Note > tha t to make an exp l i c i t use of the calculations performed up
to now., '-'f have changed the def in i t ion of S^ in to -S^ .
Substituting (fe.51*) into f6.37-}, we get- • *

- f r (6.55)

where

For

? 0 - :nvPC-"5. aw

and p in'Jv projects ,onto the Hubert space of the spin states of the
0 " B

(6.575

differing from (6.49) by the absence of the term ^ 0-0) 2 IfpX^,

The canonical form of HB is easily achieved*

ti — ^ Ins tead of ( 6 . 3 7 ) . ve get a simple analogue of (&.U7) :

which implies the following equations of motion for the operators $p ,&•?'<

(6.59»

and obviously, frnr

Po - i 5

C6.60) *
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One o.-m iM:-.U.y rlwvU t!i:>t. ^i". U>.'<*>) :>r> i,iuu,:i i.. v . ..'oLrit,
w i t h r«v:poi"t i..' Lin' Kcnn i I, i.-in I 'u i i . i i ^ .n . imi * •

Herf ,~as in tho Isin?' model (v.rhi-:-r ^ = /<o ~ 0 mnnif or.tly) a l l opera-
to r s Vp an1 integral.-, of motion.
In addition , -oinbining the f i r s t equation in (6. 59; with (o.6o.) one
can derive the following analogue of (6 .53) :

S
{ 6 .6 1 )

where Vpq(0>= l ( o ) ^ = I (q) ,
Let us add tha t the extensions of the described methods onto the a n t i -
ferromagnetic case are s t ra ightforward.

T. THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS IN THE W£AK EXCITATION LIMIT

In the theory of atomic nuclei it - was noticed t ha t in rasny cases
the spectra of low-lying excited s t a t e s are s imi lar to those of the
excited system of the weakly coupled quadrupole bosons[7,18-26*3 •
Such a loson pystem can thus t e used in the approximate descr ip t ion

of the weekly excited atomic nucleus, when the ahharmonic cor rec t ions ,
which correspond to the in te rac t ion of the quadrupole Bosons between
tkemselves , are neg l ig ib ly ' smal l . '•• ' ' ' • • '
On the other hand , it ±s V e l l known.that the Harailton'ians of the
microscopic model of the nucleus, i f expressed in the representat ion
of the generalized ouasi-spin operators , are in close r e l a t i on
with the previously discussed Heisenberg ferromagnet case. This suggests
the use of boson expansion methods , to get an approximation of the
initial system by the se t of co l l ec t ive bosons which' are responsible
for i t s low-temperature p rope r t i e s .
In the, spherical model of the nucleus, with the j - j coupling, .each
k-th ono-pnrt ic lo s t a t e ir; chnractoriaoci by n col lect ion ^ - ( n . l ^ i . n ) ^
of quantum numbers. Because t he magnetic parameter m plays a d i s t i n g u i -
shed role in further considerntionr;, we sh.ill ur.o the nota t ion:

'(X^-fn.l,^)^ so thnt c^k =^0, , m,J)k , k - 1 , 2 , . . . -
Let us define the operators of fermion p a i r s , whose t o t a l angular moraen-
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tum rqunlr, .1 , *-hi1'' ilr, projection 11 ,

Here t L U w ^ j , \^N} is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient o^ the
cyp^nnion.
Let us introduce the following abbreviations:

By • using the sequence ka1,2 , . . . of the operators (7.1J and thei'r
adjoints, one can construct the Hamiltonian of the nucleus in the
microscopic model, as well as the transition operators between the
nuclear states.
The operators (7.1) obey

(7.2)

where p. i s the perrriutation operator:

and moreover:

while



In th<- particular c.irr of J = M = 0 , the commutation relations, (7.2)

coincide with the commutation relations for the spin operators. Namely ,

in thit. case , for each k=1,2,,., we have:

(7.6)

which allows; to associate with e^ch k-th bifermion state a correspond-

ing k-th infinitesimal generator of the SU.(2) group, according to:

t * \ j
(7.7)

, (7.G- inciuri.-p^
]""1'

°y v i r tue of
'v ["2. (2.L +• 0"]"
hand sid<? of thf coinii-.ut-tnr
Moreover, in/r.a^p under considerat ion, the operators

C2-J* 4 ^"
consequence

smnll parameter
the operator part of the right-

can be neglected.
j(a. ,b^ can also

be neglpctftfi. If we denote by | m"} the ground state of our nucleus
and consider tho expectation value of B™(a.,b^ in this state , we get.

(7.9)

so that

fact justifies the boson translation of the theory, at least in
the Simplest case J=Vk* 0 , but also motivates the attempts to get any ex-
tension of the Boson expansion methods ' , more complex situations.

Now , .as «J: interlude in the main stream of considerations,let us stu-
dy what happens in the weak coupling limit , also called - a harmonic appro-
ximation , when higher excitations sgnificantly influence the behaviour
of the nucleus.In that case one can imagine the situation , when the
compounds of the atomic nucleus though fermions in the basic formalism,
can behave like Bosons.
Following [T], let us assume we deal, with the light nucleus, where the

, number n of . compounds is relatively small.
We know that the higher . _._• the excitation level of the system
fhiflh temperatuna limit) , the greater becomes the number 2.C2L+O
of the one-particle states which are mostly occupied by the single
constituents of the nuclear system.:Moreover, only the great values d^1^ 1
become ,-signlficant. .then. . This corresponds to the weakening of the coup-
ling forces between the nucleons, so that the weak coupling limit
of the theory is approached.
Let us not? that for ̂ Y^ 1 , we can use instead of Y(i,k,l)
the corresponding asymptotic expression:

Hence ,in the approximation T (2L-M.) S/i
can be considered as the ideal bosons,

the operators

Ik .

while Bjĵ CL^bjSr 0. •
In consequence , instead ' • of the ini t ia l Hamiltonian desc r ibe fhe-
interaction of Fermlon pairs , one can introduce an ideal Eoson Hamil-
tonian , acting in the Hilbert space of the boson states: no Pauli exclu-
sion principle is observed. This is an example of the metamorphosis
of fermions into bosons if higher excitations are essential. In that
case, obviously, the bosonic "phase" of. the system prevails
significantly.

In the above , the £auli exclusion principle , standing for a defining
property of the fermionic behaviour , desappeared. Quite conversely,
Ve shall now prove i t s appearence if we consider the weak excitation
limit of the appropriately _ defined faoson system. The fotir-fermion
interaction "aiiiltonian will now be in order.
In the microscopic theory of the weakly excited atomic nucleus, the
collective excitation branchesY^°nnected with the pairing correlations

"inside the nucleus, which is assumed to consist of ' nea r ly the same
number of protonn and neutrons. Because the nucleons can occupy the
snme one-particle levels, differring only by the isoapin projection r
in addition to the p-p and n-n correlations , the. n-p correlations shouia fee
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taken into account.

We" assume the correlations to be spin independent,so that the quantum

numbers of interest are now «C =(j,m,'c) .

Let there be given a four-*ermion interaction

where /*» is the chemical potential: in the ground state of the sys-

tem when W - 0 , /^ equals to the Fermi energy BF •

We know that in the nucleus , the interaction correlates the antipsrallel

magnetic momenta only, mil* results in the following form of the Hamil-

tonian: ' » i * „

where I j * " r . j J ( 1 J*** <i < J

Because terms of different sign give identical counterparts to the total sum

(7.13)

a t m< w e c a t l f a c t consider M = 2 I-
T

compare e.g. [7,65].

I n t o n e can find an evenmore simplified form of the Hamiltonian (7.13),

(7.14)

where

ft* sr (~t
(7.15)

and c!y2» 1/2'C d e r l o t e n t h c Clabsch-Gordnn coefficient.
To. find the spectrum of (7.13) or (7.14), one must perform the appro-
priate diagonallzation of the Hamiltonian, see e.g.\?5~\ i

Let us now study the low-temperature behaviour of the nucleus in the
microscopic model. The discussion of the traditional Marumori approach

• con be found in£7], where the following form of the finite Marumori
expansions of the bifermion operators was assumed:
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Then the bosonized Hamiltonian includes the two- and four-Boson terms
onlVj which, at f i rs t sight, seems encouraging . Unfortunately,

as we kno'-,' from Sec- 2 r the Marumori expansion formula in the
finite case does not lead to the Hermitjan Hamiltonian. Hence . any
physical conclusions drawn from (7.16") may be incorrect: conpare in this
connection^?3, where one diagonalizes the boson Hamiltonian by the use
of the non-unitary, though linear and canonical, transformations.
Obviously ,one can use the infinite expansions ,'which preserve the
Hermitioity of the Hamiltonian and take account of the Pauli exclusion
principle. Howeveryin that cage , i t is extremely difficult to
make any explicit calculations with more than.a few low.est order expnn-
sion terms. Moreover, the infinite expansions were never proved to con-
verge sufficiently quickly.
The above difficulties with the low-temperature limit of the Hamiltonians
(7.13)&(7.14) c^n be successfully overcome , if vs use the rigorous
boson expansions of the multifermion operators from Sec. ~ 3.1.
Let us f irst note that in the Hamitonian (7.13$ only the second-.and -.-.
fourth—order- terms appear. Here we have a clear splitting into '. two pair*

5 bjmr, > bJ-mtl \ and S Ynte » b > V i I ' N° tP- ' fbrthel" t h a t t h e b i - °P e " •
r a t o r s b j m r / V m ^ a n d ^'imW^Wfii C O m m u t e *° 0 , and, if multiplied,
they produce a vanishing fourth-order terra if any ofJtriples in the
sequence \ jm% , j-mt^, j-m'ef, , j'm'Cj, ? coincides with the other.
We define formally: ^ „.

3r, us the k-th tvTO-dimensional ( i . e . dimK «= 2^ Fermi triple:
\b^., ( P>t. ( Lip I belonging to the family of the mutually commuting

seginents inside which the canonical anticomniuts'tion relations hold.
If specified to the bifermion case, with $ , 6>* standing in

of the ceremtors b,b ,the multifermion expansions of Sec .̂ 1-1

nP -»n f t

(7.18)
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where f , , i s the tv/o-point Levi-civita

The finite boson expansions
tensor:

CA =. fcp a,,, c t ^ dp

c . - ^p^;0*:; P̂ ' (7.19)

Here £ ^ , player the role of the sign factor , while i.p restores
the Pauli exclusion principle in the pure boson scheme. Identities ("7.19)
hold only under thesign of the bilinear form, i . e . if multiplied from
both'Sides by an • antiayinmetrie-' tensor and summed over all the Indices.
The substitution of (7.19) into (7.14) gives the correct boson expan-
sion of the nuclear Hamiltonian,

(7.20)

with tf/V >• + 1/2.

Yfe have thus derived a very simple , purely^osonic Hamiltonian for the
microscopic model of the atomic nuclei , which exhibit/-, all the essential
properties,, as e.g. the Pauli exclusion principle , of the initial one.
For this Hamiltonian the diagonalization procedure can be performed on
the pure boson level.

The only difficulty here arises • if ve try to compare the correct expan-
sion formula with that in the Marumori approach.Namely, the bosons v/e
have used to perform the construction are rather unphysic^l,, since carry-
ing the odd isospin quantum numbers. They are th<? ghost tfosons , whi
in the weak excitation limit behave like the physical fermions.
This situation can easily be improved.Let us assume

get , by using

which , by virtue of the orthogonality an* normallzability conditions
for the ciebsch-Gordan coefficients, see e.g. [65]» implies'

the folloving ,physical, form of our ghost Hamiltonian:

v/here the in teract ion term now includes only the physical bosons: each

one anpearinir in place of the ghost pair. These are the nuclear

analogues of the Cooper bosons , which by virtue of i^ ^ s l p s (4 s t i l l
obey the Pauli exclusion principle.

'•''e see that the explicit use of the orthogonality formulas for the

Ciebsch-Gordan coefficients , almost inavoidably needs a ' tvo-component

structure of the four-.fermion interaction Hamiltonian in the weak
excitation limi^t. Namely , WP hnve hero the Isospin 1 and isospin 0
"phnsea " of thr weekly excited atomic nucleus.
If tfe restric-f^considerations to the ieospin 1 "phase" only, then on

obvious comparison with the Marumori approach is possible. It is
clear that the Harumori formula, even in the finite case, proposes too Baa
terms in the expansion for A. - , to get a correct eouivalence with the
starting four-fermion Hamiltoninn.

Let us add that in the second quantization approachi to the four-^ennion
interactions , one enn also use the supplementary Woson field method

[06], in which the quanta of the boson field describe a collective motion
of a group of fermions . However ,in that case, the Hamiltonian is not
expressed i.i terms of bosons only but • needs the additional .use of
-he new fermions , which are constructed from the old fermions and the •
supplementary bosons.

where t -0,+ 1 , T.« 0,1, If we neglect the term with T = 0 , we
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(8,1> and the

S. THE CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE IN QUA'mUM FIELD THEORY; QUANTIZATION OF
SFIHOR FIELDS ""

Me shall not go bevond the framework of the conventional nunntum field
theory, n̂d nil th* connidorations are essentially based on i t s LSZ for-
raulntion{77,78J. The basic assumption here is that any onerator quanti-
ty char-cterising a given quantum system: the scalar field at the be-
ginning, admits a decomposition into the power series expansions with
respect to the normal ordered products of the free asymptotic fields.
With the scalar quantum field: 4*Wjjj^,, <f^ we associate
an algebra of all operators;

With the Fock representation of the-OCR. algebra (the asymptotic condi-
tion) we cs^ introduce the coherent state domain for the operator
algebra: \ o\a,C2 f t£, , * r £*C<El) ? <* , C«, ^>-~

If <*• , ̂  are the classical Fourier amplitudes of a, O.

w e

which establishes a correspondence between a quantum and the classical
level of the scalar field algebra.
To restore correctly the corresponding quantum image, while the classi'o-

al expressions are Riven , it - is extremely useful to employ the
so-called functional representations of th>= CCR algebras , which arise
in the theory of the functional power series,see e.g,J74-76,27l.

• An introduction to the functional methods is given in the A^peiviix, ard
here we shall only quote , without any detailed explanations,the basic
results.
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cl.ns^irnl imnrr, F(^l)= "1 U=- i?- (?J) ^ t -J • • • Q
it is sufficient to multiply Rrfî  by the expf5j<<1 to get so—called
functional rt?prPK^nt,,ition of the operator '. f(q>)'. . ^he function-
• al pow^r se r i e s i-(<^)cxp(5 ^ play the role of the operator '. FCcf))'.

in the B/argmnnn spnee , which we denote by *g, - "S>\L OR j) •
The ai-timtion as it stands cpn be summarized L$ the correspondence p r i n -
c ip lp , ••'here .the correspondence rule reads:

(8.4)

while the mtantization rule,

The pragmatists working in the domain of quantum field theory are strong-
ly convinced that the quite satisfactory classical level for the
field algebra associated with any fermion (Oirac say) field i s given
in the; framework of the Grassmannalgebra.This algebra i s built of the
c-number-like but anticommuting objects, vhich manifestly exhibits"',,- the
Pauli exclusion principle , whose influence on the initialj fermion le -
vel is' thus taken into account. A complete theory was even founded- :r-r^
of the anticommuting numbers in the functional -like integration

and differentiation procedures,see e.gJ72,74i , to justify the use of
anticomiuting Schwinger sources,(77-81,74j

On the other hand , we have proved [~27,2tf] that one can always associate
with any element of the fermion field algebra, the corresponding c-
valued functional power series with respect to the Fourier amplitudes
of the Dirac spinors. According to the Klauder prescription \J7%
one can even get the functionals with respect to the free Dirac spinors
in|c%se of the quadratic f«rrms at least. So it is rather surprising
that no reasonable Correspondence was established of the c-humBer classical
level with the prospective fermion level.

, The reason is obvious: the Pauli exclusion principle is not yet •. in-
troduced , because the classical must X»y no means give; jaceount

of i t . So , the exclusion principle on the classical level is an exter-r
nal and extremely artificial requirement: which should eventually be ..-
imposed.



To solve the iiurr.t'.ioi; oT the c-nu[iib<̂ r cln,c.:;j.cnl level for fer^ion fields,
v/p hmi trrv.iou.ilv j27,28j developed the c-nurciber language in the

functional formulation of the nuantum theory of the Fermi systems:
the functional rrorpr.pntations of the CAR algebra were invented there.
Let us however be/sin from the chronologically earlier Klaudor proposal,

i73j whose short, nrnspntation will allow a better understanding of our
argument.

Let UP consider n free ,mass m scalar time -zero field , TW-fjnyu J ^ = "
and the conjugate momentum

•Ce%co-crkv
f

. The coherent s t a t e s here can be. i. defined^
the uni tary operators U are given by

(8.6)

and are labelled by two real , smooth test functions f,g. The overlap
of two such states is given by

Here f denotes the Fourier transform of f. These states are so over-
complete that diagonal matrix elements (the coherent state expectation
values)

of an operator polynomial uniquely define the operator. One can easily
prove that the operator G is : G = scf^ 4*):.» where the : . : de-
notes the normal ordering with respect to the creation and annihilation
operators oC . CL •

At this point l e t us consider a non-reiativistic fennion model, with
the 'property that: y(Vl \0} = 0 . I t is equivalent to the assumption
that ^ Cx) in fact represents the positive frequency portions
of both the conventional ytx) and y*(x) .

In any case , l e t us define the basic states

lO) / • (e'9)

which are antisymmetric in the "^variables, x^ - ( "« (- (^-^ *
Now , follov/lnK Friearicha [861j.et us introduce an ordering of points,

• < i in confiRuratlon space . tfe shall say that x < y ifiD'x., ^ y ,
(these are the f irst coordinates), or. 2) i f x^s yt and x _ < y _• ,

or 5J U x 1 ' y1 , x j • y p , nnrl x ,Cy ., . Next v/o introfli.cc' th'.-
orderinn oig" function , which we ca l l the Friedrichs-Klauricr function;

given by the sirn of the permutation P necessary to bring the arguments
of 6 to the "standard " order x <£ x < . .
x *s are equnl , & is defined to be"2ero. n

With the aid of la v/e define the symmetric vectors,

<x • i f any two
n

Ca.11)

which vanish if any pair of arguments are equal. Note that ,by virtue

of the- const derations of Sec . - 3.1, any symmetric *ock space vector,

admits a decomposition .

K- i
s B

to a part of which we have restricted our. considerations.

As the special example of the isomorphism E^t let us see that

relation

also holds , . by virtue of C^ »• "1.
Armed with the symmetric states (8.1i) , we form:

the

{8.13)

where N is the suitable normalization factor and pQ(>i) denotes a com-
plex , smooth c-number test function. These states abw play the role
of the fennion "coherent states".Although these states are not elgen?-

statea of the fermion field operator, they exhibit the essential property
that

CXI
images
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which is a prototypical relation needed to derive classical

, for the energy operator , which is a quadratic form .

We do not ,jus"t wish to tilt at windmills and to advocate any pure

c-number point of viev, against the conventional Grassmann tools,

especially because these latterare widely spread and quite convenient

for the explicit calculntions (of propagators,for example).We wish,
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however, to prove that the correspondence principle of the kind(8.15)

cn.n be established quite generally , by the use of the bosori expansion
methods.
To get the Fock representation suitable for the description of a free
Dirac field , we must start from the triples \oJi Q , £}&iAri(Cy\
and \ b t b, O^ m>£*ClR*) exhibiting the number four* of the inter-
nal decrees.of fr&crtom (spin and charge} in the theory All results on
the boson expansions of the underlying Fermi on; operators hold here with-
out any essential changes if compared with Sect • . 3.1, see e.g.r28,76"3.
The standard construction

(the analogous formulas for t»oson operators) allows/to get the quintets
, l i iH « - a n d j a &* Qil±ntr*«.-o . With

(S.17)

the other (anti)commutators vanish.
With the Haag—LSZ expansion conjecture extended .\to the case of 3 irac
fields (tyx\p are here the asymptotic free -limits^ we have, for any
element of the field algebra,the following operator expansion;

i e v r~~>
It M

- u ' (8.18)

^ , t are bispinor indices , and — denotes the Dirac conjugation
Of bispinors.
'.QCy,vj>); con be rewritten in the following form , resulting from

the normal ordering; of operators; the total antisymmetry of
In all n+m variables i s essential here:

• • - T 7 - -

nm

Ytf»-vr(O -
(8.20)

where the operators ^*,SF* depend linearly , through Courier transform-
ations, 6n fermion creation and annihilation operators b , b*, defined

by (8.17),

The other snticommutators vanish, and the indices i,J • 1,2 denote tie
helicity states while A,^ are the bispinor indices.
In (8.20) we have clearly distinguished the two groups of operators,
^rCv*)*1 md^'ftv^Jwhlch involve respectively the n+m point product
of b* 's and the k+1 point product of b ' s .
By virtue o^jjeonsiderations of Sec . J .1 , we have here

where the superscript = mentis that the identity holds true only under
the sign o.f th<? bilinear form, i .e. if integrated over all variables
while multiplied from both sides by a suitable , antisymmetric
n+m+k+1 point function • &^S^ ?0 r e ? ^ \ V ' ^ » M*i "'• ^1* ^ '
which means thn't /s> reverses the order of variables.
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i i
The operators OL , Q- stnnri hero for the crenti.on nnrl annihila-
tion operators of the fictitious subsidiary boson field y whose weak,
excitation limit exhibits the correct physical properties of the fer_
mion fiolrt. This will be the mediating boson level allowing UB to get
a c-number classical ima.o;e of the fermion field algebra.
In this place the ,?ermian Fock space ^ appears an a subnpace Ip^a
of the boson Fock space ^ . These nrr the representation spaces,
respectively, for the triples: \ \y ^ £* Q a \ and f Qj t

(a. i
tQ s f .

For clarity we shall restric£]Jconsiderations to the two-point product
t /1" (O f wherewe immediately

J
lFo$(k)a*CpHf

(8.23)

Here apain £" m^ans the validity of (8,23) only under.the sign of the
bilinear form C Wj,, Cy*")*1^ ,
To transform a product of the fermion fields into a product of th'e
boson (spinor) fields , it i s enough to construct the integral
operator In with the property

f = ^"t (>
With the use of the helicity basis,

,, = 5 (8.25)

this purpose is realized if the following integral kernel of
defined:

i s

(8.26)

where x , y £ M'* , q=.(!f, %)", and

(8.23) now reads:

(8.28)-

where the superscript B mans that *f- , ̂ /~ appear as the positive
and negative, parts, respectively, of the ficiitious (as violating the
assumptions of the spin-statistics theorem) spinor field , which obeys
the Bose-Einstein stat i t ics: Fermi operators are replaced by the fioson
operators.
The generalization of (8.28) is obvious, and leads to the identity;

^ M) 1 F .

(8.29)'

The sign rv in tj+U reverses the order of the k+j. variables.
By virtue of (8.29) , the following equivalence formula holds on the
Fermion Fock space :

|8.30)

39re o shorthand notation
coefi^oient functions. ' i s U 3 e d f o r
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.We have thus proved that with the fermion I'i.rvUl alf.obr^ , om: cr.n nr/,o-
c in te n prr>.-ifr.t. i on of the: f.ubni <i.i nry boson He ld ol/rebrn, so t ha t on <J1
both algebras coincide.
The pure boson t.hoorv, obviously has i t s ov/n clnsGical imi/̂ e reslizod
either bv thp ur-c of thr confront state expectation values or by the
use of tho appropriate functional representations of the CCR al

vhere the classical fields V

I

appear

(a.31)

1 V appear as a result of the replace-
ment of the to son operators 5- , oj~ by the classical Fourier amplitu-
des vC~ , Q£.- , respectively. For more details see£76}.

In consequence of this result , establishing the correspondence rule
for Fermion fields by the mediation of the subsidiary bosons , on<? c?n
immediately formulate the quantization prescription for the 'classical
sjilnor.1?! vhieir completes the derivation of the correspondence rule betv/een
spinors and fermions. Namely, i f one s ta r t s from the set of functional.1; •
of freeDirac (c-numbers) f ie lds , then using the functional repre-
sentation of the CCR algebra,

3.32)

°ne gets the corresponding set of boson operators. If we build
the boson structure the Pauli exclusion principle through

into

we have finished the Job by observing that on the subspace
boson Pock sp̂ *ce ^ we hsve the identity

of the

defining the ferraion level of the theory^
Note that operators AplQG^Y^^P and
exactly the same matrix elements between

possess
states from
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9. • PLANE PENDULUM IN QUAHTUM FIELD THEORY: LATTICE QUANTIZATION OF THE

SIHE-GORDOH SYSTEM IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPACE-TIME

A growing intrrerst in so"1 it.nn solutions of classical non-linear equa-
tions, pspecially in connection v/ith the Sine~<brdon equation ^67,88"!
and attempts"^/"what thn r.orrenpondin^ quantum Sine-Cordon system ia [kh,1*6,89,

90,9',"] resulted ' in the rather involved and sophisticated correspondence
between th" so-r.^llod "quantum soli ton" of the sine-Gordon system and
the fundnmnntnl *ormion of the Thirring model.
The usual tool at this point was either the canonical quantization procedui
or !.VKB approximation, or perturbation methods in application to the non-
lin^p.r rnuntions.On the other hand , one a priori states that a correct
quantum Siir=-Gordon system is that with s s i n ^ : on the right—hand side
of the equation, viiietv is believed to be a quantum, map of the sin/?
appearing on the classical level. See in this connectior^9,9O,1?6jj
but also t9?i where the massive Sins-Cordon quantum 3ystem ( • + *•
= :̂CLM.r£.4>Ct,O+9j.was axiomatically studied and , at the price of the ima- "
ginary time,its connection with the classical s ta t i s t ica l mechanics '.'.'as
established.
However," to the author's knowledge, neither complete nor satisfactory
quantization of the classical Sine -Gocdon system in two space-time dimen-
sions has so rar/proposed. .The notion of "quantum soliton " is mostly in t ro-
duced ad hoc and with no physical Justification. The only exception in
this connection are the Faddeev papers (.891, where a complete characte-
rization of the classical phase space for the Sine-Gordon system was
given, together with the semiclassical quantization prescription.
We wish to perform here a somewhat naive and intuitive study of the
quantization of Sine-Gordon 1-solitons in the la t t i ce approximation of
the system. This i s a model study , where* the peculiari-eies- of the
quantum description . > can be, investigatecLaarefuliy, form-
ing thus the f i r s t step in the la t t ice quantization of the Sine-Gordon
equation.
As we know , the linearity of the free field equations allows us to
introduce the annihilation and creation operators , by which one can
count up the number of particles in a state describfd by the c-num-
ber solution of the same free ii >jirt equation. One of, the most diff icult
problems in non-linear- field theories comes, from the situation that
i t i s not so easy to, construct a clear-cut relationship between annihi-
lation and creation operators ,and the/ jitiurioer- of particles 1ft the state
described by the c-number soliton-type solution.



. On the other hand, in the quantum vmrld one can nevor control the behaviour
of any system in terms of the continuous data functions. One should
rather imagine a discrete set of the control points (the averted ex-
perimental outwm,,}, V 7 h l c h l n t h e approximated sense can eventually be
extrapolated to ,-\ continuos control curve.

The most instructive ernmple • taking this fact into account,is the

famous Toda lat t ice possessing the exactly known solutions, which in the
continuous limit goes over to the so-called KdV equation known from
hydrodynamics ji31],

In the tradition*! derivation of the quantum field theory of a free sca-
lar field, the Hamlltonian (two space-time dimensions are taken for sim-
plicity)

can be approximated on the finite linear la t t ice , by the (Vescaled)Hamil-
toniam

with s enumerating the lat t ice sites.

The.omission of the gradient part reduces the problem to i t s single-site'
approximation by the linear chain of harmonic oscillators. In this approx-
imation the quantization of the system lies in- introducing the quan-

tum oscillators in place of the classical ones. To restore the complete'
»- quantum -system we must perform here- a translation into the quantum
language of the . .neighbour interaction (gradient)-Um. One can
mâ e i t according to ft 23"]:

Aduite analogous procedure can be repeated in case of the Sine-Gerion system.
The corresponding Hamiltonian,

i s approximated'on the linaar latt ice by

VlrA"Zl[ i -^ + (^ ) J " ] + ^f^-cos^i > (9.5)

where again the gradient term is in fact the interaction part of the '

Hamiltonian nnd c Tries the np.irr.nt neighbour coupling, Itr, omir.r.lon leaves
us with the linear chain of tho independent piano; pendulo, whitfr was the
root for the construction of tho Scott mechanical analogue, transmission
line [87,88} for the Sine-Gordon pulse. The solitons can be observed expe-
rimentally in thf? chain , though a complete integrability of the latt ice
Sinp-Gordon system was never proved , in contrast to the Toda lat t ice.
We do not pretend here to get the exact solutions of the discrete probleo
We wish rather to find a quantum image of 1-soliton solutions in the
single-site approximation , together with the quantum term of the Hanil-
toninn which takes, account,of the classically observed long-range correla.
tions between the nea'rest neighbours" in the chain.

The quantization of the Sine-Gordon system in the single-site approximate
l ies obviously in the introduction of quantum pendula in . place of cla
sical pendula: each one singly occupying a single lat t ice s i t e .
The quantum pendulum is a solvable problem {91], with a noni-aegeneratfej- „,
positive set of eigenvalues and Mathieu functions as eigenfunctions.

Mathieu functions can be proved to constitute a complete orthonormal set
in i*^,^which is thus a Hllbert space of pendulary states. The quantum
mechanical Hamiltonian though rather not admitting any reasonable number
of particles representation , can always t>e considered in the na-trix
form:

H - T E- £ ® ?• , • <9-6)

where E. are energy values while f. denotes- the j - th eigenfunction .
We need rather the knowledge of the energy spectrum than of the particu-
lar operator (creation and annihilation operators here can easily lie eon- " -
structed in the tensor product form) structure.

Following the preliminary formulation ["35] , we shall now perform the l a t
tice quantization of the Sine-Gordon 1-solitons. They are the solutions
of the enuation

(9-7)

(9.8)
which are of the form:
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and momentum of the soliton can eaeiij- te~The energy t -

calculated: Pr -==». j >. - n - J. •
The approximation of the 1-soliton pulse on the linear latt ice is

given immediately, if with each site (the spacing is<&} we associate

r



a corresponding characteristic function A s <—^
= ̂ ' so

S

E"

i9-9)

Having the energy density of the 1-soliton K-C^^^TtO^C"^)one
can establish the position of the energy centre of the pulse at the initial

"instant of time t= 0 . LetYansume that this particular point v, tho collec-

tive variable (see, o.R.Christ's and Gervais ' articles in [126]) , belongs

to the 0-th site which in identified with the s=0 interval: 46 Ao ,

In consequence , the 1-soliton is
collection of the initial data:

completely described by the following

82*

Here in to

and TTW respectively with /y| -—* &O

From now on , we shall simplify considerations

y in. all the formulas, flpv(u^ cpt , TJ&Cy') =r ̂  ,

(

by 01... • •

The uniform motion rule <$>(x»vt) • <£(x,t) which holds on zhe continu-

ous level is now approximated by the following motion rule of the set of

initial data:

vhichis simply the shift or th« data alons the chain . follovin/j .from
the influence of the neighbour coupling(imp] ied by the p;rncjient term.
We have thus Kenarnted.on the classical level, the non-linear • jrpornotrv
fr.hape) of the solution from the fully linear dynamics. Let us r.riri thnt,
a similnr procedure can bp repeated nlso in case of the n-aoliton solutionr;
where the number n of collective variables is necessary ,for more details r-^a

-'fief ,35.
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Lf?t the quantum chain be given now, where i'n the

s senupnee of independent'quantum pendul^. appears, t together.with n cor-

respondinp sinrle-fft-e loasis. We nhall try to translate the classical

data nnri motion rule to the quantum la t t ice .
w. •

Let us begin from the qnestion of Statist ics. Because esch s i te of the l a t -

tice is occupied by a sjngle quantum pendulum whose spectrum is positive

pnd non-degenerate, i f we pretend to describe the' line of nuantum penduls,

the Pauli exclusion principle should govern I ts behaviour : the; occupa-

tion number of. ench ^s,n)-th state of the lat t ice is either 1 or 0 . s,n

roans thnt the n-th energy level of the quantu*pend,ulum is occupied at

the n-th' s i te .

In conseouence, the single component Fermlons should appear on the ouantum

level. Because ,as we know from the previous section, it is not immedia-

te to have a reasonable correspondence between the classics! and Pertnion

level , we shall formulate all the results for the subsidiary mediating

.bosons and then , in the sense of the weak excitation limit, the trans-,

ition to the final Fermion variables will be performed.

Let us denote by ^n'^i t t l e energies of the two lowest stationary

levels of the quantum pendulum. V/e • assume to have mapped each plane

pendulum , whose energy"% does not exceed "̂min " ^1" ̂ 0 ' ^n*° a

non-excited - hence occupying the ground state Ŝ  - quantum pendulum.

This prescription in motivated by the naive hope that such energies cannot

be quantized and in the thepry play the role of an inessential noiae.

Now ,the question of interest here becomes an energy sharing in-between1

the quantum pendula of the net energy E of 1-soliton , which we consider

as net in the sense of the renormaiiastlon by a subtraction of the

ground state energy from the total energy at each site of the la t t ice .

We expect E to be approximated bj the sum of quantized portions E-3 .

4 (9.12)

Because E is a macroscopic value, the equality in fact holds.
The 1-soliton pulse has a finite energy value, vhich.if combined with
the requirement (9.12), clearly requires at moat a finite number of quantum
pnndula to be Riinultnnnously excited . Note that the free field techni-
ques , especially tho Fock space methods , can be used by virtue of this
argument: Fock space vectors are the linear combinations of states which
in a finite number of entries (the product states^ differ from the

vacuum state.
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With each single la t t ice s i t e l e t us now associate the subsidiary boson
field *j*s , whose la t t ice Fourier expansion.

+5 + 4f , .
us 5 s

allowslto introduce the corresponding creation and annihilation operators:

. = 0 = 0

In the above the normalization constant V = dim\(s,n}J for the set
of pairs realizing the supremum in {9.12), and k enumerates the f ini te
set of degrees of freedom (energy levels of pendula reproducing the
1»soliton pulse).. The quantum numbers k are defined by the i n i t i a l
1-soliton data , i f we define the appropriate correspondence rulej by
using the. . coherent state methods:

[Z £ <

(9.15)

(9.16)

t *

We can expect the existence of the proper <£> such that Gr l^Mc^ -"$1
however, for this purpose we must renlize the solitary dynamics in the
quantum chain.
In the single—site nnproxination; the forro of the energy operator imme-
diately follows:

Let us not.e that putting f => flp , we get

(9.17)

W =

where must s t i l l be properly defined.
-87-

A total energy operator for the 1-soliton tben reads:

K = 1 a*M. ^l<

The solitary evolution rule . on th«? classical level implies:

so that

In connpnuenc( for "t - -~-

implies

=r C c p i t f l ^ ^

On the other

and
if we now require

(9-18} l;

(9.20) t

(9.21)

(9.22)

• '

(9.23) ^

then the correspondence rulej *X.t i C p̂l Hjlfl1^ » establishes
the following connection betv/een the classical and quantum energy data:
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To get a quantum image o£ the 1-soliton evolution it is useful to

know that , i f the Quantum gradient term Is taken in the form [128]:

then nn nunntum lat t ice analogue of the space translation

operator enn be ^iven,

so that

(9.26)

Obviously , in the sense of the correspondence principle^ (9.27) i s the
nuantum image of the 1 -soliton evolution rule, which, at first sight, seems
to Contradict the ordinary expectations that an energy operator H

should play this role rather! 0^1 $„_„ \ ^ 0 = ̂ . ^ •

Let us at this point L prove that the energy operator of the /'quantum soliton"
just ' constructed cannbt be the correct generator of the sol i tary time
translations . p°r t h l 3 purpose it . i s enough to notice that H obeys
the restrictions of the Borchers theorem 13 32\ :
(jiven a one-parameter group lK=exp f-iHt) where H ̂  o > - « •

Denote U F̂U" for any operator F. If there is a pair of projectors
4^ F such that for |t|<€., EFt =Ojthen for any te|R* , EFt - 0

Let us remark that the solitary evolution rule:

(9.28)

can be equivalently described by the motion of the localization volumes

(sites) ' 'while thd' 1-soliton is not evolving at allt

(9.29)
's-u Gfc»

In the operntor lnnguage one needs to associate with each As a corres-

ponding projector

tconsider the three sites As, ^s-1 > ^s-2.

J' 0, and one needs at least^finite time interval

iUt E^> "t1 / ° ! w h e r e for

Then , obviously

£ to

eonse^uencS, peither for time ' t can we get tne required tr

A, -> (9.30J

if the positive evolution operator is used. In this connection let us

notice that the correct evolution operator - P v for the quantum

image of our 1-soliton is manifestly not positive.

The above arguments justify , in a slightly -_ sophisticated way, the

independence of the single sites of the lattice for all times, like that

appearing if the gradient -fcerm is absent in the Hamiltonian. Does it at

all exclude the long range correlations for any class of positive Harail-

tonians ?.

The above considerations suggest that together with the collective

shift operator P , one should introduce a collective velocity operator

Q , which in case of 1-solitons is not proportional to P ; as in that case

PQ would be "X P , and hence positive.

The last step in our considerations is now to make a transition to

fermion variables, which should appear by virtue of the built-in Pauli

exclusion principle. The most convenient, .though obviously not unique,

uroi here seems to employ the weak excitation limit concept of the pre-

vious sections, and then the map,

V H

(9.31).

which realizes the translation of our construction of the "quantum

soliton11 to the fermion language.

the particular case under consideration , the velocity operator

rf hp a constant of motion an_d_its 1-sollton eigenvalue y enters -



APPENDIX

Functional integration (equation differentiation!methods In quantum field theory
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Here we shall concentrate on a particular domain of applications of the 'k

path integral methods in quantum theory , namely on the theory of the so-

Called functional power series anil the theory of functional representations

of the canonical algebras arising in i t : C C R and C A R r e s p e c t i v e l y .

the _ _

The review of^topics i s based on the papers [74-76,27-29^see also]"72,73jt

Hilbert spaces of functional power series were introduced into physics

by V.Fock , as early as 193^» and have been investigated.by many authors

since then. . Quite a large amount of mathematical literature has also—beefl

published on this subject [72], '[

We are especially interested in their application in connection with

Fock space methods, with special account of Tensions and bosons.

Let us denote by K a Hilbert space defined by the scalar product

and let us assume that there exists an involution ot—* oc in

satisfying cc=<* and Is*

We can define in this case a bilinear form In K as (<*

The scalar product, bilinear form and involution in K induce the corres-

ponding notations in >£»,= K :

Consider now the space T of sequences^ ! - N (f

"»t(j " (C i satisfying the condition

^ , n=0,1,

where

arbitrary element f of .be represented as a sum of



terms which are invariant with respect to the irreducible represent-

ations of the symmetry group,acting in the n-th tensor product of Hilbert

spaces. With the help of Young 's ldempotents Yn, we can write:

n T ** '

vher§. from the various Y of particular interest for us will be the two:

being the symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing operators. The sums are extend-

ed over all permutations P of n elements. Young's operators have their

duals Yjj among themselves, e.g. Sn • A^ , A ^ S ,

Let us now introduce the inversion operators P.v in ?£„ interchanging the

th
 1X

indices of the k-th and i element of the tensor product Kr*""
Further,lei.:..' E be a bounded operator in 7^.^ satisfying the relations

E* - E E* ~E '

(A.6)

It follows from ( A.6) that

lowing decomposition of "X«

-V> - F*- IP

If we take into account

is a projector , which realizes the fol-

(A.7)

(A.8)

Young's decompositions.

then by the basic property of E ,

(A.9)

E is an automorphism of "Jt^ consisting of the isomorphisms Y n 1L^~*YM

which implies:

We are basically interested in the Eh's possessing the additional property

• « . . • • ( A 11 )

which allovs us to consider the..map

i (A.12)

The simplest examples of E are found in £27j.

The operator

( A.13)

ie defined bj- the eigenfunctions 1 KJ( ©••• ® C t^ 1 and the eigenva-

lues £,; . ̂  . EM- i s ar> example if: K is separable , and 'S^Q

is an orthonormal set in 1Z^ corresponding to the otthonormal set \e±$

in K . In addition,we need £j • to be the totally antisymmetric

Levi-Civita tensor with £ 7 , =» 1 for i_*l_ (r,spo1,2,...,n; r / s

and £< • = 0 otherwise.

Another example is the operator with the integral kernel,-

which in "the case of a number greater than" one. of internal degrees of

freedom ir. theory, goes over to:

(A.it)

CA.15)
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In the above
(... , ) r

t h e Previously introduced Fried-

richs — Klavider sign function.
above ' • th j

The I study of the symmetry structure of the n tensor prociuct

is immediately generalized onto ^ , so that in the symmetric and

antisymmetric cases we hnve:

»=o

(A.16)

Let us consider now the corresponding Hilbert spaces of function?!! po

wer series (generating functionals) which are defined as mappings V :

~» Y(.*O ̂  C in the following way:

The first definition is the conventional one in the symmetric case ,

the second definition is the generalization to the antisymmetric case.

In this last connection see also(,73j.

Given a series VCoi)511 <£ f^j L^(°t J we construct the series

obtained from VC«t) by differentiating each term in this series

m times according to the formula

where oL KQ fe K" , € e IK .

One can prove ["75] that (A.I8) is equal to the m-th derivative of V(oi]

so that we can interchange sumiBation and differentiation :

(A.20)

andWe have here the isomorphism of

= ̂  Vs:
U.21)

Thus a? C 1> , and we can specialize the results proved in the symmetric

case to the antisymmetric case by putting everywhere U]^ ~ £*^*i. .

The operator E n can be omitted in all scalar'products due to the properti

(A.10) , which make <Cv)̂ . Ci S invariant with respect to E if at least

ne of the elements in < ^ , o w> belongs to 3Ĉ .- . Indeed,one

In particular,

This shows that the theory of Hilbert spaces of functional power series,,

which is originally developed for pure symmetric coefficient functions U^

works also in the antisymmetric case, where all scalar products contai;

ing symmetric functions can be replaced by the corresponding.spalar

products of antisymmetric functions.

The scalar product in the Hilbert space of functional power series can be

written formally in several alternative ways , which explicitly exploit

pith integration methods:

-95-
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<V,V> ^ 2 <*,oi>

(A.23)

where

. *1-^GO

XftK0 . (A.21*)

K i s the Hilbert space defined at the beginning of this Appendix, and K

/ _ °
i s the corresponding real Hubert space ( V - £=•( <* + *!:) = X e K"o #

[ê ^̂  i s an orthonormal set in KQ ; (.€; , 6 ^ = 4-£;

and

In the last expression in (A. 23)

(A.25)

where y^ are the coefficients of the expansion for V(2:) (in

the same way V ^ ) corresponds to Gfc)), j (o^ } x*) are the . Her-

mite functionals defined by

C \ i J ctw*-) ; w h e r e ^ is t h e ^ ^ o p e r a t o r l n

The kernel H-(x< 5t) of the integral in (A.25) is the generalisation

of the Bargmann operator[7-?"] to countably dimensional spaces;

The Hilbert space of the functional power series can be considered as

a carrier space of the algebra of operators in it , defined by the

double functional power series:

whose action as operators from into is given in accord-

f=<? (A.29)

To establish a connection of the formalism developed atove with the Fock

space , let us first notice that (A.29) induces the following multiplica-

tion law for operators:

11 Ate, Sy

so that introducing the double series

* ) * ^ ) ,

(A.30)

connected with (A.28) by the relation.

CA.32)

e can express the multiplication law (A.30) in terms of \Zt ̂ "i<*) ,

(A.33)
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where:

and ct , ifeV means that in the series (A, 31)

by gg in such a wa/ that jfej always stands

(similarly in ;&& , * + ^ ) ; ) ,

For A U , ^ = i , (A 0 o r i ( «„ = « „ = « „ = - * 0 )
we obtain the unit operator An with the kernel

(A. 310

OC is replaced

•to the right of ot

. U.35)

Note that the coefficients in the expression (A.31) for the unit

operator are of the form ft«w~ $„„ ̂ >«.« * where A*,** is the unit

operator in K"^ : ( 4^., S^oT) =: C ^ ; ^ ) ,

The next simple operators after unity are the operators represented by

double series (A.32} where «rtt**|Ot) i s a first-order polynomial,

Ther* are two such independent operators : the annihilation operator

and the creation operator Q.(A) given by the kernels

C^ • (.%,*<.) , (A.36)

of certain operator-valued elements of K , which we shall denote by CL

and OL ,

One easily derives the commutation relations

u.37)

and

rurthernore,

(A. 38)

(A.39)

which enables|to express every operator with a kernel A(U ,<*•) of the

form (A.31}, (A.32) in terms of creation and annihilation operators.

In (A.39) lj\, CotiQ-): is defined by the equation

Similarly , one can express every elemnt of otiCJin terms of creation

operators;

In particular ,if J^~ ^ $* ,

pi-incipal vectors or coherent states:

(A.It

obtain the set of so-called

Evidently ft-C^") U^ - 0 , \T0€ C and fQ (if normalized) is to be considered

the vacuum state,

which shows that each element of 2>tVC^ is obtained from the vacuum

by repeated application of creation operators. Together with relations

(A.39) ' they establish the connection between the Hilbert space
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of f-jnctional power series and the Pock

The triple \ d* , 0. ̂ ^vJJ^ijwe call a functional representation of the

CCR (canonical commutation relations) algebra;

IX ve nor . define more complex operators

one gets the following formulas , see e.g.[25,26j ;

where denotes the element with inverse order of indices.

The calculation of b-b* gives

= Z ^

so that the canonical anticommutation relations for b and b Tollow at

once:

-101-
(A>7)

Together with the identity b ^ ^fo - 0
 w e h a v e defined the triple

^ b"v b Cl& = U3 ltfo|-i| ? which we call to generate a functional represent-

ation of the CAR (canonical anticommutation relations) algebra.

The corresponding carrier space for the representation is selected from

ty using its unit operator: ^ ~ ^ F ̂ B *" *Z *

A formulation of functional formulas in the operator language is immediate

here, by analogy with the symmetric case. Any vector from' ^

can be generated by the use of series of normal products of creation and

annihilation operators. The functional representation formula in the gene-

ral case reads:

where m indicates that the order of the corresponding indices has been

reversed.

All the important results of Sec. 3.1 were proved by the use of function-

al representations.

Here easily one can ohecS that indeed

and furffcer

: F(t* bV. - (A.5D)

where jj.wvw - <5̂ , §„** G^, is a symmetric function with respect to •

permutations of variables inside groups^!1) and(m^ respectively , but

antisymmetric with respect to permutations from (n) into(m)and conversely.
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The projection theorem:

then needs the proof of the following identity:

K

u' 5 2 )

needing in fact a simpler Identity (a sequence of them),

the
which proves (A.52) and hence (A.51),.

As an applicat ion of the pro jec t ion theorem one can prove that^joperators

4FaC^)4p , 'SSpCiQjl.y 41p sa t i s fy the canonical anticommUtition r e l a t i on

in %,iP%.

More details can be found inf75J.

T (A.53)

At this point one must notice that the integrations symbolized by the sign

of the bilinear form C• i * *) include a non-zero counterpart from

* those symmetry group decomposition terms of functions which are totally

symmetric in the group of k+n variables. .

Denoting ty fttii^We atvtl-symmetrization operator of the product <S^'&^

of sign functions, we immediately have:

O.d.-k.
In consequence,

(A.55)

Quite analogously,

-103-
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